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AlO-year record of

diversification and growth
Tl1e past ten years-the seventh decade of the opera
tions of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company-have set new
records of importance not only to this company's em-
ployees and shareholders, but to AlTIerican industry,
commerce and the economy in general. In this decade,
Pittsburgh Plate has spent approximately $200,000,000
to expand its plants and units. Along with adding thir
teen new plants, these funds have provided a total of
13,285 new jobS-jobs through which more nloney is
channeled into the local communities. These funds have
also helped Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company develop
new products, broaden its markets, and maintain its
position in our competitive economy.

PAINT AND BRUSH DIVISION

In 1944, this division had 10 plants and 2,236 en1ployees; in 1953
it had 16 plants and 3,845 elTIployees. From its research labora
tories have come such products as Sun-Proof fume resistant paint,
Wallhide Rubberized Paint, and Selectron Plastic.

Within the past ten years,
Columbia-Southern has
grown from two plants with
2,085 employees to five
plants with 4,539 employ
ees. Through extensive re
search, it has greatly diver
sified its basic chlorine and
alkali production and en
larged its market.

Expansion in this division, including
three new plants - two for double
glazed window production-provided
5,724 new jobs. Twindow and Twin
doWeld units, glass for atomic energy
use, and bent Solex glass for autos
are among the many products devel
oped or improved in the past decade.

MERCHANDISING DIVISION :

Ten years ago, this division had 131 branches in 128 cities and
towns. Today there are 205 branches in 193 locations with a
total of 6,879 employees. These units, together with more than
12,000 dealers, distributors, and jobbers sell and service the prod
ucts made in the plants of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company.

This division was created
in 1952. It operates plants
at Shelbyville, Indiana
and Hicksville, N. Y.,
which provide jobs for
nearly 400 men and
women. Two types of fiber
glass-superfine and yarn
-are made. They are sold
through seven sales offices.

PAINTS · GLASS . CHEMICALS· BRUSHES . PLASTICS • FIBER GLASS

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY

IN CANADA: CANADIAN PITTSBURGH INDUSTRIES LIMITED
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All Different and Alike
Individualists are a nuisance. They are so
heterogeneous that it is impossible to blanket
them with a label, so lacking in unifor1mity that
a description of one is hardly applicable to an
other. That's why you rarely find one wearing
an identifying pin, why organizing them is an
impossible task. In all respects they are a tan
gential group held together only by the love
of freedom, even though they might disagree
on the exact definition of freedom. Let's take a
look at some of them in this issue.

"VILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR., the kind of fellow
sometimes described as "to the manner bor'n,"
couldn't be anything but a gentleman if he tded
to. I'm not referring to his dress-which, to the
distress of his charming wife, is often in dis
array--'but to his courtliness and kindliness.
Nevertheless, he would as soon deliver an atom
bomb to the Kremlin, personally, as not-s:imply
because he cannot conceive of freedom in this
country being secure while the Commies carry
on. Read the book he authored with Brent
Bozell, McCarthy and His Enemies.

F. A. HARPER (better known as "Baldy"), on
the other hand, is a pudgy professor-out of
Cornell University-who is far more concerned
about the collectivistic values fed to college
students than he is about the threat of Moscow.
He's of the opinion that ideas are more conse
quential than bombs, and m,ight even fight for
his opinion. He's on the staff of the Foundation
for EconOlnic Education. Unlike his co-worker,
DEAN RUSSELL, he's dead earnest at all times,
while Dean (the "Southern Baptist") affects a
sense of humor, to the dismay of his associates.
His "The TVA Idea" is one of his better
pamphlets.

EDMUND A. OPITZ and v. ORVAL WATTS are typi
cal of the personality opposites that can be
found in the individualist camp. Ed is a Unitar
ian minister presently working to counteract
the collectivistic cO'ncepts that have infiltrated
Protestantism; though he is quite insistent on
his point of view, which is backed with much
learning, he is so soft-spoken that one wonders
how he ever took up with any "cause." Orval, to
the contrary, is sharp of tongue, ruthless in his
sarcasm, and quick to show his impatience with
anybody who does not understand the theory of
value. His latest book is The Union Monopoly.

WILLIAM HENRY CHAMBERLIN is now in Eu
rope gathering material for articles. He'll bring
back a mass of facts to prove his case, and if
you can get him to stop writing for a while,
he'll tell you all in rounded sentences. But
JOHN CHAMBERLAIN, the most polished writer
of them all, is the most tongue-tied man you
ever heard in your life. I think if you asked
him for a definition of freedom he would say,
"Let me alo'ne."

Just to show how varied these individualists
are, I point to ALOISE HEATH. None of the others
can match her achievement of bearing six chil
dren. That is a freedom all grandparents
cherish. F. c.
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children. Unfortunately, the most
prolific breeders of children usually
pay few if any taxes. It 'would be a
case of giving, not remitting taxes
in most instances. As bad as that
would be, it would probably still be
preferable to the present intolerable
situation.

It is good to know that a man of
such firm convictions as Mr. Chodo
rov's has taken over as editor of the
FREEMAN • • • May I sUig'gest that
future articles be devoted to re
vision of the U~N. Charter. With
Senator Wiley's globalist subcom
mittee jazzing around the country
holding so-called hearings on Charter
revision, working closely with the
One Worlders in the doing, this
'would seem to be ,a very great serv
ice the magazine could render . . .
Marshfield, Wis. SARA R. JONES

Why Sweden Prospered

Patrick ,E. Nieiburg's pungent
"'Sweden: the Wrong Way" (May
31) contains the dubious point that
Sweden achieved its high living
standards through "social benefits
and state ,control." The author's
non sequitur holds that the Middle
Way, increasingly the Leftward
Way, accomplished the feat, though
he admits that the same Middle
Way is now pre,cipitating the Long
Decline.

Mr. Nieburg should have said
that socialism is but a recent fancy
of the Swedes, that Sweden reaohed
its high living standards through
a healthy though 'mortal capitalistic
order, through saving and investing
and hard work, through a century
and a half's studied avoidance of
heady and expensive militant inter
nationalism.
Short Hills, N.J. MARY JEAN PETERSON

From Well-Wishers

I have just finished reading pages
five and six of the July FREEMAN,

written by Mr. Read and Mr. C:bodo
rove It is my belief that you will at
tain the high goal which you have
therein set. As evidence of this per
sonal conviction, I enclose one addi
tional year's subscription ...
Moline, Ill. DON R. ROUSER

II FROM OUR READERS II
Re..educating Soldiers
_William F. Buckley, Jr.'s article
"Making a Man Out of a Soldier"
in the July FREEMAN deserves wide
and loud acclaim. The moral and
righteous influences of our society
and the "indoctrination centers" of
our armed forces are working at
cross purposes, and all our youth
are coming under the influence of
the latter. 'This is followed by vary
ing duration of service, during
which they remain under the same
demoralizing stress.

For the separation centers to be
allo\ved to turn these service men
back into civilian life, with less
provision for their future than is
accorded the criminal turned out
of prison at the end of his sentence,
is little less than an outrage on our
society. W'e can be only mildly sur
prised 'at the rise in crime of all
descriptions.

For many youths who were none
too well "grounded in the faith"
prior to having legalized murder
superimposed on their code of
ethics, itmay mean a lifetime of
confusion in the re-establishing of
their moral moorings.
New Castle, Ind. H. E. _CONN

The July Editorials
I liked the FREEMAN as it was, but
I suspect that I shall like it even
more henceforth, judging from the
editorialmaterial in the July
issue ...

I hope that you do not succumb
to the temptation that seems to
make 'most journals of opinion
right, left, or center-less effective
than they could be: the temptation
to confuse seriousness of purpose
with dullness of presentation. One
does not have to teU jokes to avoid
dullness, as is amply proved by
"Televised Education" and "Sub
versives Needed" in the July num
ber. These are good editorials be
cause they are based upon sound
and well-considered principles and
they are interesting.

I should like to make two sug
gestions. First, throw the word
"libertarian" out the window. It is
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no more artificial than other terms
of its kind, but it is a weak and
highfalutin' word ... Until some
one comes up with a better term
and I haven't-let's use Individual
ism.

Second, don't follow the crowd of
monkey-brained ADIA'ers in using
"conservative" as a dirty word
when you mean totalitarian or stat
ist. You did justothis in "Subver
sives N'eeded." A conservative is
one who wishes to conserve, and
one conserves what is good, as one
conserves good fruit rather than
bad at canning time. A part of our
trouble has been our attitude of
"'Oh, please don't call me that,"
when some bright clown throws at
us a word .like cons,ervative. He'll
throw it anyway, no rnatter how
much you protestf hence, you may
as well use it in its proper mean
ing.

At any rate, good luck to you
from a man who read the FREEMAN

under Nock, Neilson and Company.
A uburn, Ala. T. C. HOEPFNER

Government Subsidies

. . . I agree with Garet Garrett
("Alas, the Food Bringers," July)
that government supports of any
kind for agriculture are unsound.
Why, however, does Mr. ,Garrett
limit his attack on government sup
ports . . .? All of industry is now
directly supported by ,government.
Billions are being spent by the
Igovernment in bolstering a faulty
economy 'and thereby debasing our
dollar by inflation. There can be no
balanced ,economy when one segment
of the country (business and labor)
is subsidized and another seg'ment
(agriculture) is expected to exist
without help. Let us withdra'w ,gov
ernment from the market and allow
prices to find their natural level ...

Frank Chodorov ("A Really Free
School System") is entirely correct
in his advocacy of private schools.
His solution, however, is not very
practical. He states that "Perhaps
the best idea is that of remitting
the sehool tax to parents who can
show a tuition bill from a private
school." I would understand from
this statement· that he believes each
parent pays taxes for his own

[.leesburg, Va. EDWIN E. SCHWIEN



Helping hands on
four wheels ... Phones ring often in

the headquarters of Emergency Squad 4 on

New York City's lower East side:

"A boy is buried under a coal pile. Hurry I"

"My poor cat is wedged in the doors of a

telephone booth!"

"Mrs. ]}furray's having a heart attach.

Help!"

Such urgen t pleas send policemen and the

green-and-white truck of E. S. 4 into imme

diate action. The bold, specially-equipped

truck leaps toward its call of duty. On the

scene, help is offered, a life is saved, pain eased,

comfort given, prayers answered.

Other trucks are our friends, too. On a

nation-wide network of hard, safe, well

maintained highways,dependable trucks carry

items of necessity to us fresh from factories. On

countless farms, trucks overflow with recently

ripened crops. Delivery trucks stop right at

your door with your latest purchase. A truck

rides the roads to bring gasoline for your car,

soft drinks for your thirst, household appli

ances for your comfort, theater equipment for

your entertainment.

Trucks contribute immeasurably to the

health and well-being of all of us ••• every day.

4·F YOU'VE GOT IT - A TRUCK BROUGHT ITI

AMERICAN

TRUCKING

INDUSTRY
Washington 6, D. c.

Ht~ ;~;~v~~e~Tn;O~s~e~ b~ARVESTER COMPANY
builders of International Truc:ks



ranging from automotive parts to dOor locks, elec.
trical aPPliances, and many others.

And, along with these Production facilities, you
can also "borrow" the skills and manufacturing
know.ho

w
of Thompson's experienced engineers.

Refer Your small·parts stamping Problems t<~,
Thompsqn Products, Inc., Special Products Divi;'
sio

n
, 2196 Clarkwood Road, Cleveland 3, Ohio.

SPECIi\L PRODUCTS O/VISI,ON

2196ClorkwoCld ROOd.'CI."eIOill<t;,a', Ohio

IFYOu need a dependable source ofSUPPly for YOur
small, precision stampings, these Thompson

production facilities are ready to go to work for you.

This high,speed produCtion line, One of many ip
Thompson's Special Products Division, is fully
equiPPed to produce large quantities of small
stampings for a wide variety of CUstomer Uses_



The Time Is Always Ripe
It is never too late to put upa fight for freedom.
Ri~ht now, even in America, the prospect for such
a venture appears black, what with the ,general
urgency for usecurity." Where would the recruits
cornie from ?Therank and file, those whose pre
occupation must be with the problem of existence,
are reertainly in no 'mood to. argue with the bene
ficient State; they are an for it, and will con
tinue to be so as long as something keeps trickling
out of its cornucopia.

Moving over to those Americans who lay claim
to above-average capacities, w,e find them also quite
willing to put their self-esteem on the barrel
head. The industrialist whose venture lives by
government loans or contracts readily ,makes peace
with governm'ent re·gulation. So long as government
bonds pay interest, the banker will find justifica
tion ,enough for political intervention in his affairs.
The farmer does not object to a government
agent who represents a gratuity, and the pro
fessor who lives by subsidies will write books in
praiseo! the subsidizing St'ate.

Subvention has become the national passion.
Freedom, which puts a pre,mium on self-reliance,
is in short demand. Why fight for it?

I

In the circumstances, those who still put a value
Qn freedom lare in deep despair.- Many, too many,
have resigned tihems'elves to what they can the
inevitable. Let the country have its fill of socialism,
they say, and be done with the strug1gle to stop
it. The human 'animal can adjust itself to any
condition that permits him a m'eal and a mate;
Americans can become coolies. Aift.er a century or
two of that kind of ex:istence, their innate urge
will incline them to the leadership of some Mose'S,
and ther'e win be a renaissance of the spirit of
freedom. By that time, they maintain, and not
without good reason, the State will be in poor con
dition from a shortage of funds, and a handful of
resolute men 'can easily topple it over.

There is historic support for this resignation.
Every civilization on record has followed the same
pattern. In the beginning, the civilization rose
and flourished in the sunshine of freedom. Political
establishments arose, but they remained quiescent,
and even served us·efully in the Imaintenance of
order, as long as the economy was meager. As
soon as a general abundance appear,ed (as a result
of man's urge to improve his circumstances), the
passion for power was enfla;med; taxes w,ere levied,
and as every levy on the economy increased political
power at the expens,e of social power, excuses for
increasing the levies multiplied.

As political predation grows, production is dis
cou~aged. Why work when there is no profit in it?

But this decline in production is a threat to the
existence of the State, which it meets by use of
force-slave labor camps, for instance. This in
turn induces a slave psychology. Men lose their
capacity for improv,ement when they lose their
sense of individual dignity. Thus civilization dis
integrates and becomes an archaeological curio.

Must our civilization follow in the same groove ?
There are a number who so maintain. For about
thre,e centuries, they point out, that bit of modern
civilization caned A,meriea thrived under the life
giving rays of freedom. Now it is entering the
inevitable re,gime of absolutism, which will eat
into the vitals of our Soci.ety and ultimately
destroy it. When Society collapses so does the
State that feeds on it. America is doomed, they
say.

Maybe so. Maybe our civilization must obeiY the
ineluctalble forces .of .history; maybe it is in the
decline right now. Nevertheles\s, men do what they
are impelled by their natures to do, not by what
history dictates. The stars in the heavens tend
to their eternal business, while 'we mortals (must
tr,avel within our own specific orbits.

It was no historic im1perative that directed the
pens of thos,e who signed the Declaration of Inde
pendence; it was a personal force. There were
many at the ti'me, the . 'Tories, who deemed the
venture foolhardy and undesirable; they could have
argued the historic uselessness of all revolutions.
Nevertheless, the rebels, none of whom were driven
to it by economic necessity, put their .signatures
to what at that tim,e seemed to be their own death
warrant. Why? For lack ofbeiter answer, let us
say that they were made of a peculiar kind of 'stuff
and could not do otherwise.

Whether there are any mystic forces pushing
m'en along a path from which there is no escape
is a moot question. But there is no ,question that
throughout history masses of. men have regularly
made excursions in quest .of -freedom" .and every
one of thes,eexcursions is identified by its leader
ship. It is a logical inference, ther,efore', that
when men of that stripe appear on the scene the
cause of freedom is not neglected. From that pre
mise we .might conclude that the present plight of
freedom in America is due' to lack of qualified
leadership.

Whether or not leadership could have averted,
or can stop, the trend toward socialism, :may be
open to question; that a glorious fight for freedom
might yet enliven the American scene is not.
Whether or not a fight for freedom will succeed
is less important than the fight itself, for if nothing
else comes of it, the fighters will profit by it
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and they cannot but keep alive values that will
make America a better climat,e fo'r their immediate
offspring to live in.

'There is no accounting for the emergence of
those superior men, "sports of nature," who sporad
ically shape the course of mankind. They come,
as it were, from nowhere, and nobody has as yet
conciusively 'explained their advent. But they come.
When, in her own time and at her own pleasure,
nature deems Am'erica worthy ,and ready for them,
she will give us the men to lead the good fight.
In the meantime, we ordinary ,mortals must do the
best we can with the equipment at our disposal.

Conservatism
In the foyer of the ,shop that prints the FREEMAN

is a scroll presented to the management on the
86th anniversary of the founding of this establish
ment. That makes it a comparatively old print
shop, and the question that 'Suggested itself was,
should I not take my precious bundle of "copy"
to one of more recent vintage, one that could
qualify as modern, up-to-date and, presumably,
progressive? Why bet on antiquity?

But then, I thought, this outfit ,must pay its
bills; otherwise it would have been closed up
long ago. A concern that is meticulous about
meeting its obligations to its creditors must be
equally meticulous in satisfying its customers,
from whom it derives the revenue with which to
pay its bills. It follows that these folks will
try to put out for me a decent looking paper,
that they will deliver proofs on time, that they
will meet the established deadlines and do all the'
other things that the editor of a publication
expects of the printer. There ,must he, said I
to myself, a set of principles by which the man
agement of this establishment work, principles
that have proved the.mselves through the years of
successful operation. Anybody who works by prin
ciples is dependable.

But· have they the equipment that is necessary
for satisfactory operation' of a plant? Maybe
they are as conservative in their machinery as
they are in their principles. I should have realized
that if they were using the presses they used
86 years ago they could not have Iquoted us prices
comparable to thos,e submitted 'by newer shops.
Nevertheless, I had my doubts and decided to
take a look around the plant. And there I observed
a charact,er,istic of the cons'ervative that the ebul
lient "radical" often overlooks: that he will take
on any innovation which furthers his primary
purpose. The primary purpose-the guiding prin
ciple-of this ancient est.ablishm,ent is, as it must
always have been, s,ervice to its customers, and
whatever enabled it to render that was grist to
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its mill. It did not have a piece of equipment that
indicated age. AU I saw was a mass of machinery
that ,would do well by our publication.

A,mong the publications ,going through the plant
at the time-there seemed to be hundreds of them
-I detected one or two devoted to the propaga
tion of non-conservative ideas. Even a radical
likes to do business with a conservative.

Copycat Brazil
A while ago, when the price of coffee became a
national issue, the economists of the Potomac
analyzed the situation and cam'e up with a basic
cause of the rise: the profit motive. The cure that
seemed imminent was a televised investigation
of the wicked coffee' speculators. But Brazilian
producers came forward with evidence of a cause
that made more sense, namely, that the price of
coffee was hirgh because nature had caused a short
supply, as compared with demand, and the ardor
for publicity in Washington subsided.

Last month, a news dispatch threw new light on
the matter. The government of Brazil announced
that it would not permit the exportation of coffee,
of the kind we Americans like, at less than 87
cents a pound. If the world price should fall below
that figure, the government would pay it.

Congress took no note of this market manipula
tion by Brazilian economists. It was too busy with
a ,crop price support bill of its own. After all, it
could hardly object to the flattery of imitation.

Bureaucracy Never Dies
We read last month that the fabulous Reconstruc
tion Finance Corporation is dead. This is the
"temporary" lending institution started by Herbert
Hoover t'wenty-two y,ears ago to stave off the de
pression, and continued by his two ,suecessors in
their efforts to win votes and "perpetuate pros
perity."

'The obituary notices were a bit prematur,e. In
the first place, the cor1poration must continue until
all its affairs are wound up, and it would be a
simple act of Congress to revivify it (with a suit
able appropriation) in the event of an "emer
gency." In the second place, its function will be
taken over by a new agency, the Small Business
Administration, and, therefore, when and if it is
finally" laid to rest it 'will have died in name only.
True, the SBA is only a pi,gmy compared to the
RFC, in that it cannot lend more than $150,000 to
any borrower, while- the RFC made a grant of
$111,000,000 to the Kaiser Steel Company alone.
Since the law does not define a "small business,"
a mere increase in its loaning limit and an ap-



propriation to suit would make the SBA into an
other RFC. Any drafter of billsc'O'uld effect the
metamoriphosis in ten minutes.

Of course, there is no sense in theSBA, any
more than there was in the RFC-unless you can
make sense out of the practice OIf buying votes with
taxpayers' money, or of the related practice of
maintaining a monstrous bureaucrac1y. Why should
you and I be compelled to keep an ineftlcient or
unwanted business alive? An enterprise that rend
ers service, as recorded by the market place, does
not need tax money.

But economics has nothing to do with govern
ment lending. Politics has. And it is basic in poli
tics that a ,government agency must never be abol
ished, although it may be reorganized and re
named. That is why, to paraphrase a famous
phrase, "Bureaucracies never die, they only smell
that way."

The 83rd Congress
By the ti,me this reaches the reading public, as
well as the other kind, the 531 honorables who have'
been cogitating on the fate of the nation since
January 3 may have gone home. The 83rd Congress
is, at this writing, on its 'way to oblivion. Until the
84th convenes next January, the nation must
remain in status quo.

What have been the accomplishments of this
memorable body? That will be the momentous ques
tion during the next few months, 'when the matter
of selecting a new Congress will come before the
sovereign American people. Praise wHl be matched
by denunciation, and deep will be our bewilder'ment.
In the circumstances, the best we ordinary .mortals
can do 'is to take a bird's-eye view of the Eighty
third; this will serve us better than a detailed ac
count. And the over-all picture shows us that this
Congress did what all its predecessors did: it taxed
and appropriated.

What else could it do? 'This is not said in dis
paragement. 'The only funct1ion of any political
body, the only one that it has any competence for,
is to take wealth from the producing public and
spend it. We all know that, but in 'Our blind faith
in 'political institutions, we persist lin hoping that
somehow the we'aUh taken from us win be invested
in the utopia we dream about. It never is or can
be. It is just spent.

That's exactly what the 84th Congress win do,
regardless OIf the complexion of 'its personnel, un
less by some miraele it turns 'Out to be the ideal
Congress. And the ideal, f.rom the ,point 'Of view of
the libertarian, would be one that rescinded most
of the statutes inexistence, enacted no new ones,
and went home after a week's session. In that event
ful week, the Congressmen would have well earned
their annual salaries.

In Billions
As a statistical footnote to the above comment on
the 83rd Oongress,we offer the following: In six
months the people's representatives authorized the
Executive to spend during fiscal 1955 a total
of nearly IortY4our billion cut-rate dollars. In
addition, the Eisenhower Administration has on
hand a carryover of unexpended appropriations
from previous years amounting to approximately
another hundred billion; the most !profligate of
bureaucraeies has difficulty in" finding ways to
spend such huge sums.

After appropriations come taxes, and for reasons
best known to Congressmen this detail was not
taken ca're of. In this atomic age, of course, the
idea of a balanced budget is held to be quaint and
untenable; it is "progress" to spend, what you do
not have. When the manifold agencies and corpor
ations which we call government are faced with the
bills they have been authorized to incur, and there
is no money in the till, becarise Congre.s8 did not
tax us enough, the only recourse of government is
to print dollars. Which presents no diffieulty, be
cause Congress can authorize an inerease in the
national debt as easily as it can authorize spending.

In the circumstances, we Americans can confid
ently look forward to an increase of our cut-rate
dollars; which means, in practical terms, that the
ham sandwich which in olden times cost us a dime
will cost us in due time one whole dollar, mustard
extra.

Reds Are Natives
If we had sent an army into Indo-China (Vice Pres
ident Nixon once .suggested that we should), its
immediate objective would have been to kill Indo
Chinese, so as to intimidate those we did not kill.
Of course, the dead would have died heeause they
were Com'munists, and the intimidated would have
been intimidated for the same reason. But,regard
less of their ideology, our chosen targets would
have been natives. There is no way of getting
a'way from that fact. The same would have been
true if we had intervened militarily in the Guate
malan affair, and it is a certainty that· we mowed
down many thousands of natives in Korea.

The point is self-proving. When two nations
make war, whatever their reasons, the pur,pose of
each is to subdue the nationals of the other. The
only point at issue is the validity of the reason
advanced by each side trying to subjugate the
other.

The historic re'ason for slaughtering natives is
conquest: to grab land so as to be able to collect
taxes from those who inhabit and use it. Currently,
however, the reason advanced by many Americans
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is that the natives carry an ideological germ
that threatens our way of life. We must destroy
them and their cuIture before it destroys ours.

Granted the premise, the question is, will the
desired end be achieved by the slaughter of
Communist natives all over the world? There' is no
historic support for that belief. The Norman con
querors of England did not impose their culture on
the natives they did not kill, but rather made
their adjustment to what they found, and the tra
ditionalculture of the J,ews managed to outlive the
paganism of the Roman legions. The evidence of
history is that ideas are impervious to weapons.

That our culture-the body of ideas, habits and
traditions indigenous to America---"is under se
vere attack there is no doubt. But can we save
it by killing off or subjugating the Communist
natives of other lands? And, by the way, if that
is the effective cure of communism, why not try
it on our own natives infected with the disease?
We harbor quite a few of them in our midst, and,
far from slau~htering them, we Igrant them the

protection of the American culture they aim to
destroy, and even put them in positions of pub
lic trust.

Communism is not a person, it is an idea. True,
communis'm without Communists is an imagin
ative 'notion, just as sin without sinners simply
cannot be. But you cannot get rid of the idea
that has pos,sessed the Communist by killing him,
because the idea may have spread and you can
not destroy everlY carrier of it. It is better,
therefore, to attack the idea than to attack the
natives.

Without going into a discussion of the idea of
communism as a whole, let us get to its essence, and
that we find is sim:ply the notion that the indivi
dual would be better off if he were deprived of
the ,right to own property; since property must
:be owned, the method of communism is to vest all
property right in those who wield political pow,er,
the State. That, then, is the idea that we who
believe in the American tradition should try to
kill, and let all natives live.

The Troublesome Free Market
Sometimes I get the nonsensical notion that I
should have been born later-say about a quarter
of a century. I get it after a long battle with "copy"
when I am eye-weary from correcting split infini
tives, substituting the right word for its "second
cous'in," smooth'ing out a rough expression and
doing all themeanish things an edit'or feells he
has to do, just to attract readers. Maybe, I think,
editors will be rid of that chore by 1979-or just
before the advent of Orwell's utopia.

The trouble these days is that there is still a
free market in the reading bus'iness. Readers have
a choice and insist on exercising it; there is DO law
(as there should be) that compels them to read
what I write or publish. I know from ,experience
that if the title does not intr1,gue them they will
not read the first sentence; and if the' first sentence
does not magnetize thei,r attention, they win not
try the second. And so on. It's just as easy to throw
the magazine into the wastebasket as it is to turn
off the radio-and that's exactly what they do if
the subject matter or execution does not hold their
interest.

So, the editor is under constant pressure to dig
into his make-up box: to use the proper shade of
literary lipstick here, to apply a dab of stylistic
rouge there. Then there is the problem of ward
robe; the printed page has to be properly dressed,
the articles ~o se'lected and distributed as to make
an attractive ensemble. And an this pri'mping and
preening comes after a long and laborious bout
with subject 'matter, which is only an attempt to
guess what kind of a show the readers mi,ght want
next month.

4.6 'THE FREEMAN

If you think this attention to deta'il is unneces
sary in a journal of opinion you are mistaken.
The customers of that kind of -publication are in
fact most critical, simply because their IQs are
sky-hTgh. They expect much more than do the read
ers of comics or picture books, and are well equipped
for picking up deficiencies. Many of them know
more than the editor, as witness the astute let'ters
they write him.

In 1979, I believe, an editor will be rid of that
toil and trouble. In the first place, all of his pos
sible ,readers will be "progressive" school grad
uates, and therefore will n'ot know the difference
:between a split infinitive and a banana split. They
will not demand any ,more than they know. Prag
matism will have prepared them only for the kind
of English that "works"-Jiike that used on road
signs and Junchro'Om imenus. So, the editor's job
will be to plaster pictures on white paper and help
the reader's understanding with one-word head
ings. He need Dot bother with IspelHng.

More than that, the editor's job will be made
heavenly by the simple abolit1ion of choice. That
necessary reform see'ms to be in the ,making at
this time. The reader will then take whatever the
wise men in the Kreml-beg pardon, Washington
shall have prepared for his edification, or else.
Maybe he won't have even the choice of abstention
-of reading nothing-because it is quite possible
the Potomacers will order every free citizen to
read, say, an income-tax for,m; a course in that
kind of English will be "required".

All in all, the editor should have a glorious time
of it-in 1979.



One World, Less One Hemisphere

ByCHESLY MANLY

If the United States wishes to uphold the
Monroe Doctrine, it cannot insist on the
doctrine oj One World, as the Guatemalan
case in the UnUed Nations demonstrated.

The Soviet veto in the Guatemalan case revealed
implications of the United Nations that had been
but dimly perceived, if at all, by One Worlders.
It emphasized that irrepressible conflict between
national self-interest and collective sovereignty
which has stultified all leagues of na~ions, since the
Delian confederacy was transformed into the
Athenian empire about the middle of the fifth
century B. C. The lesson, in short, was that you
cannot have One World and the Monroe Doctrine,
too.

U. N. partisans were astonished and bewildered.
Such an incorrigible internationalist as Walter
Millis, of the New York. Herald Tribune, declared
in a signed commentar1Y: ". . .. the whole exam~ple

indicates the inadequacy of the underlying U. N.
concepts, and of most American concepts founded
on the principles of universal peace and collective
security, to deal with actual power problems as
they may actually arise within the framework of a
dynamic and dangerous society."

The Eisenhower Administration had shown little
concern about the existence of a Soviet satellite in
Central America. It was preoccupied with more
distant and therefor,e more enchanting enterprises
in Asia and Europe. Anthony Eden, the' British
foreign secretary, was advising the United States
to go s'lowly a'bout organizing an anti-iCommunist
front in Asia, just as Britain had admonished
the French ag1ainst "hasty action" when Hitler tore
up the Vers'ailles and Locarno treaties and marched
his troops into the Rhineland in March 1936. The
British were still cherishing dreams of separating
Com,munist China from the Soviet Union, despite
clear indications that Communist China was sep
arating India from the Western world. In Europe,
where the United States was anxiously entreating
France to accept Germany as a partner in the
defense of Europe from Soviet ag,gression, the
French seemed to be more interested in an entente
with the Kremlin against Germany.

With complete bankruptcy threatening its global
foreign policy, the Administr:ation was comforted
by the assumption that any trouble in Guatemala
would be met effectively by the Organization of
American States (O ..A.S.). Only Guatemala had
dissented when the Inter..American Conference at
Caracas, in March, adopted a resolution declaring
that "the domination or control of the political

institutions of any American state by the inter
national Communist movement" would can for
"consultation and appropriate action in accordance
with existing treaties."

In these circumstances, Henry Cahot Lodge,
United States representative at the U. N. and
president of the Security Council for June, was
hardly thinking of Guatemala on June 18, when he
castigated Semyon Tsarapkin, the Soviet delegate,
for vetoing a decision to send a peace observation
commission to Thailand. "I hope," said Mr. Lodge,
"that I will never live to see the day when a small
country com,es to the United Nations and asks for
protection against war and is simply greeted with
the question: 'What is the hurry?'."

An Unexpected Revolution

How could he know that the revolution would
break out in Guatemala the very next day and that
Eduardo CastHlo...Arriola, the Guatemalan delegate,
would demand an immediate meeting of the Secu
rity Council to do something about it? Lodge en
deavored to put the meeting off until Monday, June
21, but when he was reminded by other me1mbers
of the Council of his statement in the Thailand case
he reluctantly called the meeting for Sunday, June
20.

At this meeting the French delegate, Henri Hop
penot, sardonically reminded Lodge of his recent
statement about the right of a small country to
appeal to the U. N. for help. With exaggerated
courtesy, Hoppenot expressed "great appreciation"
for "the trouble" Lodge had taken to convene the
council "despite considerable physical difficulties."

Lodge wasunruffied, however, until Tsarapkin
announced that he would veto a Brazilian-Colombian
resolution referring Guatemala's complaint to the
O.A.S. Then he exclaimed:

"Why doe~ the representative of the Soviet
Union, a country thousands of miles away from
here, undertake to veto a move like that? What is
his interest in it? How can this action of his
possibly fail to make unbiased observers through
out the world come to the conclusion that the Soviet
Union has designs on the American hemisphere? I
say to the representative of the Soviet Union,
stay out of this hemisphere, and do not try to
start your plans and your conspiracies over here'"
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Now this was a fine speech, and :Mr. Lodge, a
former newspaperman, must have known that it
would make the headlines. He had disclosed his
interest in that aspect of diplomacy by accusing
the Guatemalan delegate of making unfounded
char,ges just to get headlines in the newspapers.

But coming from Lodge, a perfervid supporter of
the U.N.; the speech was preposterous. How could
he tell Tsarapkin, who was sitting next to him,
to "stay out of this hemisphere" without demand
ing the expulsion of the Communists from the
U. N.? The geographical limits of the Western
H,emisphere are not clearly defined, but it is un
disputed that New York and the U. N. headquarters
are well within those limits. Moreover, the interest
of the Soviet Union in Guatemala, from the U. N.
viewpoint, is just as valid as that of the United
States in Thailand. The United States ships arms
to Turkey, on the frontier of the Soviet Union,
and there was no difference in principle when the
Communists shipped al'lms to Guatemala.

'Tsarapkin said the Soviet Union was taking part
in the discussion "because wherever aggression
occurs-in the western, the eastern, the northern,
or the southern he·misphere-it is still aggress,ion."
He accused not only Honduras and Nicara'gua but
also the United St,ates of aggression. Although
disclaiming any. accusation against the United
States government, Castillo-Arriola charged that
a campaign aimed at intervention in Guatemala
was "encourag,ed by the United States State Depart
ment."

Mr. Lodge's Inconsistency

Lodge maintained that "the situation does not
involve aggression but is a revolt of Guatemalans
against Guate1malans." If this was so, the Security
Council had no jurisdiction in the case, for its
Charter (Art. 2, Par. 7) forbids the U. N. to
"intervene in matters which are essenti'aHy with
in the domestic jurisdiction of any state." But
having implicitly denied the U. N.'sauthority to
intervene, Lodge promptly voted [or a French
resolution calling for "the ilm,mediate termination
of any action likely to cause bloodshed" and re
questing all members of the U.N. "to abstain . . .
from rendering assistance to such action." .

France undoubtedliy submitted this resolution,
which delighted the Communists and confounded
the United States, because of pique over Secretary
Dulles' statement about "an agonizing reappraisal"
of American policy in Europe if France faBed to
adhere to the European Defense Community. Lodg,e
could have vetoed the French re'Solution, just as
France, in August 1947, vetoed a proposal for a
Security Council commission to carry out a cease..
fire in the Dutch· colonial war agains,t. the Indo
nesians. In that case France, anxious to avoid any
action which could be a precedent for U. N. in
tervention in Indo-China, Morocco, or Tunisia,
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maintained that the Dutch-Indonesian war WaS a
domestic matter.

But the United States delegation has become a
prisoner of its own propaganda against abuse of
the veto by the Soviet Union. The· Kremlin's use
of this pr,erogative to promote its own interests
has been condemned so long and so vehemently that
public opinion is believed to consider it morally
reprehensible. The St,ate D,epartment acknowledges
that the United States favored the veto provision
to protect its own interests, and that the Senate
never would have consented to the ratification of
the U. N. Charter if it had not been included.
Yet the American delegation has never used it.

Resolution to Stop Anti-Communist Revolt

Fortunately for the United States, the Security
Council's "no bloodshed" resolution was ignor,ed
by Cot Garlos GastiUo Armas, leader of the anti
Communist rebels. If it had been respected, the
Communist-dominated government of ex~Pr,esident

J llcobo Arbenz Guzman would still be in power.
Arbenz and the military j unta which succeeded
him, under Col. Carlos Enrique Diaz, were blasted
out of offic.e by bombing and strafing attacks on
Guatemala City, the capital.

By assuming jurisdiction in the Guate:m'al:an case,
the Security Council implicitly he'ld that it was
an international affair and that the Communist
charge of aggression was not entirely false. More
over, the resolution interdicted any assistance by
the United States, Honduras, Nicaralgua and other
U. N. members to the anti-'Gommunist forces. This
could be a dangerous precedent. The "no blood
shed" criterion for U. N. intervention would pro
hibit any patriotic uprising against Communist
enslavement anywhere in the world.

The United States might have defeated the
French resolution without using the veto if Lodge
had insisted, as he did at a later meeting, that
the U. N. had no authority to supersede the O.A.S.
on the Guatema'lan question. Such opposition to
a cease-fire proposal undoubtedly would have been
represented in some quarters as a tacit admission
that the United States was backing the insurgents.
But Latin-American opinion overwhe'lmingly blam,ed
the United States in spite of its support and its
scrupulous observance of the French resolution.
B'aiting the Golosso del Norte is more popular than
bull-Jfighting in most Latin A,merican countries.
The left-wing parliaments of Uruguay and Chile
passed resolutions expressing sy,mpathy with the
Arbenz regim·e. There were anti-:American student
riots from Mexico to Argentina, and most of the
press was hostile to the United St1ates.

Not until members of Congress began warning
the U. N. not to interfere in the Guatemalan affair
and demanding vi,gorous American leadership to
uphold the Monroe Doctrine did the Eisenhower
Administration take a firm position in the Security



Council. At a meeting on June 25, Lodge opposed
and defeated consideration of 'a new demand by
Guatemala for the appointment of aU. N. com
mission of inquiry and a condemnation of Honduras
and Nicaragua as aggressors. Only Denmark,
Lebanon, N'ew Zealand and the Soviet Union voted
to put the question on the agenda, although France
and Britain abstained, thereby refusing to sup
port the United 'States. Brazil, China, Colombia
and Turkey voted with the United States.

At the second meeting, Lodge said what he
should have said at the first. He reminded the
Council that Article 52 of the Charter, relating to
regional arrangements, had been adopted specifically
to prote'ct the inter~American defense system, and
said the s,enate never would have approved the
Charter by the necessary t'wo-thirds vote if that'
formula had not been included. Article 52, he
noted, required U. N. members entering into re
gional arrangements "to make every effort to
achieve pacific settlement of local disputes through
such regional arrangements" before referring them
to the Security Council. Moreover, Article 20 of
the O.,A.IS. Charter provided that all inter-American
disputes should be "submitted to the peacef.ul
procedures" s,et forth in that Charter before being
referred to the Security Council.

Even at the second meeting Lodge did not men
tion the Monroe Doctrine, which provokes cries of
"Yankee imperialis1m" in Latin America. However,
he said the 21 American republics were "bound
together by a s,ense of distinctive destiny and by
a determination to prevent the extension to this
hemisphere of either the colonial domain of
European powers or the political system of
European despotism."

Some day the United States, in its own interest,
may have to invoke the Monroe' Doctrine as Pres
ident Cleveland did in the boundary dispute between
Britain and Venezuela in 1895. At that time
Secretary of State Richard Olney said to Britain:
"Today the United States is practically sovereign
on this continent, and its fiat is law upon the
subjects to which it confines its interposition."

The O.A.S. has the inherent weaknesses of all
collective security arrangement,s. The U. N., as
the Guatemalan case demonstrated, is not only
futile; it is a forum for Communist propaganda
and mischief. As Stalin wrote in Problems of
Leninism, Bolsheviks accept "reforms in general,
and compromises and agreements in particular,"
only as a screen for "illegal work, for the revolu
tionary preparation of the masses for the over
throw of the bourg-eoisie."

The American Baby Bonus

By DEAN RUSSELL
Collectivist nations do it by subsidizing mother
hood; baby bonuses here are achieved
more subtly through income-tax deductions.

In a recent news release, the Kremlin claimed
another first; the invention of the jet air:plane.
That makes the score for Russian genius exactly
one thousand and one.

It could be one thousand and two, but a demurrer
must be entered against one of their daims.
That is, that they first thought of the :baby bonus
idea. Mussolini and Hitler, were they alive, would
dispute this Communist claim to priority, and the
British Socialists :must also enter the lists. Nor can
we Americans sit idly by while the argument ra'ges;
after all, we are particularly gifted in the art of
creating records.

'The fact is that while we ,may not have been the
very first to think of subsidizing mothers for
doing what mothers are peculiarly gift'ed for, we
certainly have perfected the idea, and have in
corporated it into our "way of Hfe." Our com
petitors-the fascists, Communists and run-of-the
mill Socialists-are in this r,egard, as in almost
'every other field, mere imitators of democracy.

While Hitler, Mussolini, Attlee, Stalin et al re
warded successful pregnancy with a f'ew depre
ciated marks, lira, pounds and rubles, our munic
icent government has put its gratitude for the
de1ivery of a new soldier of either s'ex at well over
one hundred dollars, equally depreciated. What's
more, we democrats have had the good taste to make
the bonus payment indirect, so as not to offend the
dignity and delicacy of motherhood.

Im,mediate Cash Value

It is all done by the subtle intricacies of the
income tax. Suppose the mother' (or her agent, the
father) had in 1953 a taxable income, after taking
all permitted deductions, of $600. The federal law
allows said taxpayer to deduct $600 for each de
pendent, or child. At the federal tax rate of 22.2
per cent, the mother saves $133 by having a de
pendent. Suppose that on December 30, 1953 she
had no dependent; in that case, she would be out
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$133. On the other hand, if at any time before
11 :59 P.M. on December 31 she w'ere delive-red of
a child, that would entitle her immediately to the
$133. That is her baby bonus. If her taxable
income is more than $600, the bonus is bigger.
And in those states that have income taxes, the
cash value of babies is still greater.

Why our poUticians chose this indirect way of
subsidizing motherhood is a myst'ery. If they per
mitted no deductions for dependency, they would
collect more taxes, thus improving the grandeur
and the glory which is Washington. If they then
made cash payments for babi;es, as the collectivists
do, they could then collect the usual political
hrokerag'e fee. (Imagine a television show in which
a senator argued for bigger baby bonuses. Imagine
the vote-getting appeal of his peroration, "to pre
serve the g-r-r-r-eat American institution of moth
erhood.") But for some strange reason they chose
the indirect "tax exemption" method of encourag
ing a big,ger ba'by crop, rather than the direct
method they use in rewarding farmers for reduc~,

iug. their crops.
Maybe they chose this indirect method because it

simplifies the bookkeeping problem. That would
make sense. But probaJbly the real reason i.s the
political fact that most American mothers would
keenly res,ent having their dependency deductions
called ba'by bonuses. As a genUeman shouldn't men
tion rope ina household where there has been
a recent hanging, so also should he refrain from
caHing that $600 tax exemption a baby bonus
especially when every mother knows that the
amount isn't nearly large enough to pay the full
costs of rearing the baby up to the age where the
government drafts him and begins to collect on
its investment.

Sixte.enth Amendment Began It

We Americans endorsed this idea of a dependency
deduction or baby bonus back in 1913 with the
passa'ge of the Sixteenth (income tax) Amendment
to our Constitution. Before that, A·merican parents
received no reward from the federal government
for having children. In those days it was generally
a,greed that having and rearing babies w,as a
parental matter entirely; governm'ent interven
tion in this private enterlprise was unthinkable.

But with the passage of the Republican-sponsored
income-tax amendment in 1913, the idea of parents
being responsible for the welfiare of their children
was, in effect, decreed somewhat un-\American, or at
least sus'pect. The American ideal soon came to this:
Persons without dependent children should be
forced by government to help support the dependent
children of other people in a manner which the gov
ernment decides is adequate. In defense' of this
new philosophy, it has been said: "After aU, can
anyone deny that coupl,es with children are more
valuable citizens than childless couples or unmar;.,
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ried adults? Can anyone deny that the people in
gener.al profit when the governme~t assumes re
sponsibility for educating and training the children
of America? In logic, if the children are' to become
soldiers to defend the people in general, shouldn't
the people in general be forced to help pay for
raising them up to draft age?"

Maybe the representatives in Congress who are
advocating bigger tax exemptions or bigger baby
bonuses ,are mer-ely facing 'Tleality. Since the Rus
sians have more soldiers than we have, maybe
we've got to outproduce them in babies as well as
in bombs. If so, we've got to outbid them with
bigger baby bonuses. In a society where persons
are looked upon as units or number,s-as property
upon which the state has a prior lien-babies
become like any other commodity on the market:
If there isa shortage of babies, government's
price in the form .of an increased tax deduction or
bonus must :be rais'ed.

More Bonuses

If our government needs mor'e babies to be reared
and trained as 'replacements for the young men
used up in its far-'flung foreign operations, it
necessarily must offer bonuses in the form of more
government housing for young couples with chil
dren, more government medical care for large
families, more government education for chil
dren, more direct aid and supervision for dependent
children, and, -especially, bigger baby bonuses to
the mothers who produc,e the needed numbers.
Maybe a "production medal" should also be thrown
in for extra high producers! That would insure
considerable publicity to both the project and the
participants. At any rate, if the governm'ent doesn't
bid high enough for what it wants-if the re
sponsibility for the welfare of their children is
returned to the parents-the Russians will probably
conteinue to outproduce us in the baby race.

If our government were to reduce or stop its
bounties for babies, we soon might not hav,e enough
young men to defend the United States and, at the
same time, to fi,ght in Korea and Indo~China and
the other sixty-odd nations around the world where
our drafted troops are stationed. If we are de
termined to police the world, we've got to have
morle policemen. That means we've got to have more
baJbi-es to be rea'red, trained, and conscripted into
our world police fo~ce. And one way to guarantee
an adequat'e supply of future conscripts would ap
pear to be to increase the government's current
bonus for babies. Ju.st as it worked for Hitler
and Mussolini, so also would it work for us.

'The Communists may have invented the jet plane,
the ash tray, the bathtub,and chewing gum. But one
thing is certain: They didn't invent the baby bonus.
That's our very own. So let's use the Voice of
America and the platform of the U.N. to tell the
Communists to stop trying to steal our thunder.



A Dilemma of Conservatives

By WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR.

America's beleaguered conservatives have kept so
busy surviving that they have paid scant attention
to an enormous fissure in their ranks. To date,
rather than fight their way out of the dilemma,
they have simply ignored it; thus when the time
comes (as it so frequently does these days), to
make common cause via manifestoes and resolu
tions, they lean on murky and Igeneralized lan
guage: anything to avoid a direct-and therefore
divisive-answer to the question: What are we
going to do about the Soviet Union?

All conservatives are anti-Marxists-by defini
tion. In consequence, American conservatives spon
taneously unite ,against communis,m, here and
abroad. They support movements calculated to up
root, expose and incapacitate American Commun
ists and fellow-travelers; further, they recognize
that the home base of imperialistic communism is
the Soviet :Union, and that we must "arm" against
the eventuality of a direct attack upon our sover
eignty by Russia and iher satellites.

At this Ipoint, however, Conservative A will say
vastly different things from Conservative B. The
"containment" conservatives believe that while it
is certainly true that the Soviet Union aspires to
rule the world, it cannot possibly do so, given
elementary vigilance on our part. They frequently
recall what happened when the Greeks, the Romans,
the Turks and the Nazis s'pread their power too
thin. It is axiomatic, they someti1mes seem to be
saying, that one nation cannot rule the world by
force. So long as we will to survive, we shall sur
vive. By maintaining an adequate mHitary machine,
conceived as retaliatory in nature, the United
States can withstand and repel any direct on
slaught.

And even apart from the pull of history, which
teaches us that there are political laws that de
lim'it the area that any single power can subjugate
and patrol, the inexorable laws of economics are
on our side, they continue. In the long ter!m, the
State that is not organized around the free market
place cannot successfu'lly compete with the society
that is. Our gravest danger, these men say, is that
by engaging in wars, by overdoing national defense,
by appropriating billions for our summer allies,
by debasing our currency through deficit finance
and internal socialism, by surrendering our sover
eignty, piecemeal, to world o:r.ganizations, we ar,e

The issue oj what to do about the Soviet
Union has divided American conservatives
into two camps-those who believe in a
modus vivendi, and the· "liberationists."

debilitating ourselves internally, and may do so to
the point where we shaH have dissipated our natu
ral advantages over the police state. When this hap
pens, we shall have lost both the will and the
strength to survive. We shall then either succumb
to the Soviet Union by default, or else we shall
totalitarianize our,selves to a point where life in the
United States would be undis,tinguishable from
life in the Soviet Union, save possibly for an en
durinrg foH~way or two.

"It may make a difference to ,me whether we are
ruled by Russian dictators or American dictators,"
a prominent editor recently told me, "but what
difference would it make to my grandchildren1"
These are the solemn thoughts that run through
the minds of the modus-vivendi conse'rvatives.

The Interventionist's View

To which the liberation or interventionist con
servatives answer substantially as follows:

Forget the plight of the enslaved peoples who
are spending out their tortured lives under the
Soviet yoke. And forget what a policy of contain
ment implies in term1s of, the conscience of the
West. Let us discuss our position only in ter,ms
of what will conduce to the well-being of the United
States. It is the survival of the United .states that
is at stake.

The Uberationist then goes on to insist that
his brethren have dangerously underestimated a)
the physical strength of the 80viet Union, b) the
dedication, the cunning and the resourcefulness of
her leaders, c) the allure of communism for mil
lions of ipeople, and d) the durability of the socialist
police state.

There is no need, here, to spell out the morbid
a'rguments advanced by these men. They are famil
iar to 'everyone. We are reminded of the dazzling
military and diplomatic successes of the Commun
ists, and of the long strides the Soviet Union is
making toward technological equality, if not-at
least in the field of ar,ms-pre-eminence. They
conclude, therefore, that ,militarily, the Soviet
Union poses a direet physical threat to the United
States.

If so, can we come to terms? Is a modus vivendi
possible? An answer to this question·must be based
'primarily on a study of the assumptions of the
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~oviet Union and those of the United States. Such
a study, the liberationists insist, indicates not,
as we sometimes hea;r, that we are headed toward
a climax, but that we are in a period of climax
which win end in decisive victory for us or for
the Communists. The events of the past ,generation
have ,polarized the entire world to the point where
there is no third power that can preside over a
modus vivendi. All political happening.s, everywhe-re
in the world, bear on our power struggle with
the S'oviet Union. One side cannot get weaker ex
cept that the other will get, relatively, stronger.
And neither side, ,barring capitulation in .substan
tive ,matters, can adopt any measures that win ap
preciably abate the tensions inherent in such
diametrically opposed views about the nature of
man and society.

A representative of this group recently remarked
that the historical forces that are wag,ging the
human mind have attained such dom'inance that
even the plenipotentiaries of the day are relatively
helpless. If Malenkov were to summon his min
isters of state, and announce' that he had decided
to disband the Cominfor'm, ;release all political rpris
oners, and conclude a genuine peace with the free
world, he would be ,either executed or committed
to an insane asylum. It is ironic that some of the
conclusions to which our toughest anti~Commun

ists are driven lean so heavily on a methodology
that animates the communist movement itself: his
torical deter,minism.

Militancy and Freedom

As to the effect that a progra'm of militant
action, a'imed at the destruction of the Soviets,
would have on fr,eedom in this country, the libera
tion conservative has no smooth words to disguise
the fact that only the State can direct a war, or
execute a foreiign policy. To some extent, then, any
totalitarian and imperialistic power which grows
to the point wlhere it must be reckoned with by free
countries, wins at least a partial victor/yo For to
beat the Soviet Union we must, to an extent, i.mi
tat,e the Soviet Union. We must, for example, con
script an army of sorts, and conscription entails
the supreme denial of individual freedom. We must
tax the people to sup.port that army, and to support
the bureaucracy without which, alas, a nation can
not mobilize.

But, they maintain, there is in the long run less
danger involved in mobilizing with the view to
achieving a certain objective as fast. as feasible
than in adapting ourselv-es to a perpetual state of
mobilization of the kind we would need to have if
we were to aim at an uneasy modus vivendi. For
if we are to think in terms of a more or less per
manent three-million-man armed force, and of 25
or 30 per cent of our income paid Gver to the gov
ernment to sustain it, we must think in terms of
institutionalizing native despotism. The mere fact
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that two generations have grown up and got used
to the Sixteenth A1mendment itself points to the
difficulties in repealing it. Two generations of
conscription would almost surely le'ad to universal
and perpetual military training. And two ,genera
tions of steeply progressive and exhaustive taxa
tion, and of a mammoth bureaucracy, would mean
that readjustment to private property and limited
government would be nothing short of· revolution
ary.

It is a pity that yet one more difference will
divide the waning conservative 'movement in the
United States. But the issue is there, and ultimately
it will separate us.

It Is Up to You

We libertarians are often accused of "talking to
ourselves only." There is some justice in the
charge. The fact is that we who have an abiding
faith in freedom asa means toward the good
society are a minority, that we find it most diffi
cult to convey our ideas to those who have not
given thought to the subject because of a mental
block created by the IUerature .they read. We
"talk to ourselves" because we find it difficult
to penetrate the collectivis,tic smog set up by the
"leftist" publications.

I have on my desk a dozen journals which are
avowedly of that character. I am not speaking
of presumably "conservative" publications which
in one way or another are promoting the Big
Government idea, or are insinuating the notion
that the road to happiness is paved with poUtical
interventions. There a,re hundreds of these. What
I am talking about are the journals plugging
openly and unashamedly for various phases of
socialism, from Fabianris,m to communism.

As nearly as I can ascertain these publications
have combined a readership of about 300,000.
How did they achieve that result? By the simple
-and effective method of reader-cooperation. Every
subscriber adop,ts his journal as his very own
and makes the distribution of it a personal
project. Either he subscribes for the "prospect,"
or solicits his subscription, or has him sampled.
In that way the circle of influence of the publica
tion is widened.

I am sure that if the readers of the FREEMAN

will go and do likewise, they will find that its
story of ,the free economy and limited government
will be 'avidly received. There are more of "us"
than we think. It is our job to find the lovers of
freedom, to acquaint them with the fac,t that they
are not alone in the world.

While in the nature of things we shall always
be "talking to ourselves," the FREEMAN can help
us to swell ourselves into a TIluch bigger and more
influential minority. It is up to you 'as well
as me. LEONARD E. READ, PubUsher



From Amsterdam to Evanston

By EDMUND A.OPITZ

During the last two weeks of August the Second
Assembly of the' WorId Council of Churches will. be
held at Evanston, Illinois. It will be attended by
six hundred delegates, representing one hundred
and sixty branches of the Christian Church, and an
equal number of accredited visitors; also youth
deleg:ates, consultants, observers and four hundred
members of the fourth est,ate, assuring the Assem
bly a press coverage .comparable to that of the
coronation of Queen Eliz,a,beth.

What is it aU about? The announced theme of the
meeting is "Christ-the Hope of the World." The
subsidiary topics wiU be: 1. Faith and Order; 2.
Evangelism; 3. Social Questions; 4. International
Affiairs; 5. Inter~Group Relations; 6. The Laity.

Topic number three, Social Questions, is gener
ally recognized as the principal adhesive of the
assemblage, the primary motivation of the World
Council of Churches. Thus, the common ground for
the commendable objective of uniting church or
ganizations is not to be sought in the field of
theology, but in the troubled area of sociology, with
its political overtones.

The movement to find a politico-socio-economic
purpose on which Christian chul:"ches could unite
began in Amsterdam in 1948. (Several interna
tional conferences were held earlier, but it was at
Amsterdam that the First Assembly of the World
Council of Churches met.) It was decided at A,m
sterdam to hold assemblies every five' years; the
Evanston plenary session is therefore one year late.

The Amsterdam meeting attracted a lot of atten
tion because out of it came something that the rank
and file of church membership could dig their teeth
into; a program for social action. It can be taken
for granted that the thinking of that meeting will
provide the springboard for the discussions at
Evanston.

The A:msterdam report on "The Church and the
Disorder of Society" went on record as follows:
"The Christian churches should rej ect the ideologies
of both communism and laissez-faire capitalism,
and should seek to draw men away from the false
assumption that these are the only alternatives."
This was something the churchgoer could under
stand,something he could react to; and he did.

Professor John C. Bennett of Union Theological
Seminary in New York, one of the authors of the
statement, sought to explain at a press conference
what was meant by a middle way between l,aissez-

A. program tinged with socialism may be
charted Jor A.merican churchgoers by the
World Council oj Churches this month.

faire capitalism and present-day communism. He
compared the middle way which the Church should
embrace with the regime being worked out in 1948
by the Labor Party in Great Britain. But he also
w:arned that the demands of the :gospel could not
be fully equated with any economic system because
"Christianity does not have in itself a system 01
economics or politics."

A New Label

A phrase emerged as a label for the middle way:
theR,esponsible Society. In a Responsible Society,
"those who exercise political authorit,y or economic
power are responsible for its exercise to God and
the people whose welfare is affected by it." Few
would quarrel with the intent expressed in these
words, but people may well differ as to how per
sonal responsibility toward God and man is prac
ticed. And indeed one is impelled to differ from the
social thought of the men in the ecumenical move
ment who advocate a Responsible Society. One
must protest their efforts which have the effect
of saddling the Christian faith with a current pat
tern of social and political action because on its
own level, and apart from the efforts to prop it up
with the Church, it is seriously defective.

The pilgrimage of the ecclesiastical mind took
it through its Christian SociaHst period, then
through its Socialist Christian phase. It emerged
confessing the error in its past efforts to identify
Christianity with a particular social system, and
vowing never to do it again. At any rate, not ,until
it was ,expedient to do it a,gain! Now, although
certain churchmen declare with emphasis a'ga'in
and again that the Church must not identify itself
with any social or political s,yste1m, the Responsible
Society seems to be the exception. At Evanston it
will be given the Church's imprimatur-if certain
theologians get their way.

The Responsible Society concept is studiedly'
vague. It avoids commitment to the "extremes of
a consistent collectivism" or a full-blown socialism,
but nevertheless it has distincti:ve features which,
when the mask drops, follow the familiar 'lines of
the Welfare State.

Aocording to the preliminary material issued on
behalf of Evanston, the Responsible Society
which is supposed to be the Church's remedy for
soci,a[ ills-will "include the right to subsistence, to
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health, security, housing and to employment." In
order that our modern technical societies may
function there must "inevitably be a large degree
of planning," i.e., the planning of other people's
lives by those who exeTcise political power. The
Responsible Society is akin to what in America '
"is sometimes called 'welfare capitalism' which has
closer sitmHarities to the economic developments in
Britain than is usually realized on either side of
the Atlantic.... No major political group would
now dare to advocate the repeal of the major New
Deal social legislation," and a church wishillig to be
politically effective must mobilize majorities in the
way they are !going. In short, the Responsible
Society, in its political and economic aspects, is
what is otherwise labeled the N'ew or Fair Deal,
the mixed economy, the Welfare' State, or the
middle-of-the-road policy.

This is the kind of a society to which the social
thinkers of the ecumenical movement are com
mitted, and they have ever,y right to follow their
convictions in this matter-the same convic
tions which have led them a merry chase during
the past couple of decades. But they are utterl;
misguided in their zealous efforts to shape the
Church into a sounding board for their views, ail
the while protesting that because their program
of political interventionism follows no carefully
thought-out pattern, but instead plays it by ear,
they are not hitching a social sy;stem in the Church.

This is no ree-ent effort, the endeavor to put
the weight of the Church behind some v,ariety of
collectivism. The Christian Socialist movement
beg~n more than a century ago in England, and the
SocIal Gospel movement rose in this country during
the latter half of last century. Both movements
attracted able and high-minded ,men, however mis
taken one may think they were. But they were
right about one thing; that if you are going to
engage in political action you ,must command or
appear to command votes. They wanted to talk to
legiislators, and to do this they had to speak the
languag,e politicians understand. Out of this need
on the part of social gospeler,s to present what
seemed to be a united front, came the movements
for church unity, and the founding of the Federal
Council of Churches of Christ in America and the
various local councils.

In support of this contention one may quote from
an a:uthoritative source, The Quest for Christian
Unity by Robert Bilheimer,. Executive s.ecretary
for the forthcoming Evanston As,sembly. He writes
that the movements directed toward a Church able
to speak with one socialized voice stemmed from

... a concern which in fact did not stir the mass of
ch~Irch membership greatly, but chiefly the leader
ShIP of the churches. Local councils and the Federal
Council of Churches of Christ in America alike had
their origin mainly in the response of church lead
ership to the evils of industrial society. The first of
the city councils of churches were organized prin-
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cipally to combat in a united way the problem
created by industrialism ... [the] main impetus
came from those who were principally concerned
with the moral life of the nation and the impact of
the churches on the social order .... From its
establishment in 1908 u'ntil its merger in 1950. into
the National Council of. Churches, The Federal
Council of Churches of Christ in America ...
maintained a strong insistence upon the need for
bringing the Christian conscience to bear upon the
problem of social injustice~ It was a rallying point
for all concerned with the social gospel.

Further support for the view that the moving
spirits in the various councils of churches were
apostles of social change comes from C.H. Hopkins,
historian of the social gospel. He writes, "'The
influence of the social gospel upon .movements
toward the unity of the churches was an i'mportant
aspect of the rise of social Christianity. . . . The
fedevative movements that came into being around
the turn of the century were based on social-active
impulses rather than creedal or doctrinal agree
ment."

Apostles of Social Change

So, one need not be surprised at the kind of
social thought that by and large characterizes the
pronouncements of church councils from local to
world level.. The councils were organized by men
with a strong collectivist bent for the' express pur
pose of making social Christianity effective, and
that is what their successors are trying to do.
Unless something unforeseen happens, Evanston
will put itself on record even more explicitly than
did Amsterdam on .capitalism and communism and
the Responsible Society.

The Church has been periodically led' into the
error-to the great detriment of spiritual religion
--of joining its fortunes to a particular political
structure, or to a definite world view, or to a
specific scientific theorlY. But just when· the Church
get's itself comfortably adjusted, new facts pour in
and an upgrading of man's understanding occurs.
Then the Chur.ch is temporarily pushed off.;into one
of life's backwaters. Fortunately, Christianity has a
vitality beyond its instrument, the Church of any
given age; it survives.

The late Dean Inge. sum'med up the matter with
his characteristic wit. In answer to the argument
that the Church must be up-to-date and go along
with the time'S he answered, "If the Church
marries the spirit of this age, she will be a widow
in the next."

If such a marriage takes place at Evanston it
will occur without benefit of the vast majority of
American clergymen, who are, if opinion polls may
be trusted, overwhelmingly opposed to their articu
late leadership on social questions. This large
sector of the clerg,y will not be heard at Evanston,
but they may be heard any Sunday in all parts of
the· country.



What College-If Any?
ByF.A..HARPER

You too have been, or soon will he,
pressed by the prohlem posed hy Dr.
Harper-at what college will Junior he
exposed to the philosophy of freedom?
(You yourself might be the Junior so
troubled.) Perhaps you have made in
quiries, have found the college all liber
tarians are looking for, or at least one at
which there are some professors who are
familiar with and do justice to "our
side." If so, tell the FIREEMAN, so that
we may pass on your discovery to other
lihertarians. . . Most pertinent would he
answers from presidents and professors
to the question: "Which college educates
toward freedom-and how?"

Two miUion··· students will
soon pack their trunks and
be off to college. The year
ly cost j of this gigantic
ent,erprlse of "higher· edu
cation" is some four billion
dollars-enough to deserve
careful attention by those'
who will pay the bills.

As parents, we have
little direct contro:! over its
spending. Each college
board picks its president,
the president picks the
faculty,. the faculty mem
bers pick the texts, and so
on. Parents may send up
wails of complaint about
this or that, but whether
these effusions from afar are heeded or not de
pends on the wishes of those holding the reins of
offieial control.

Indirectl'y, howev;er, the consumers of higher
education have a Ior,m of vote which speaks mar,e
forcefully, even if iess loudly, than these wails of
complaint. Each casts a vote for the college of his
choice-two million votes to be cast this y.ear for
certain colle'ges, and untold minions of votes to
be cast against the other colleges. In the final
analysis these preferences will rule the e1mpire of
learning. Lack of a favorable vote can close a
college, just as lack of consumer acceptance can
close an automobile factory.

This sort of voting is done quietly in the living
rooms of the land. Y,et the power of this vote in
the peaceful market of free choice has been all
but forgotten amid the tumult and shouting of
this era of reliance on poHtica!1 processes. In poli
tics, the vote of the person among a minority
carries no direct power in t1he decision; and fur
thermore, ev,ery excess vote within the majority
is superfluous. It is different in the nonp'olitical
free market wher'e each vote-even a minorit,y
vote-carries a direct power equal to that of any
other, actuaHy and effectively. Just as each con
sumer's vote a'gainsrt a certain make of car moves
the manufacturer one step closer to no business at
all, so does an adverse vote against any college
tend to close its doors. So Junior becomes a very
i'mportant per,son when he picks his college. Al
though he has no direct power to say how any
certain· eoUege will be operated, he has a r,eal voice
in whether it shall operate at all.

Perhaps Junior will de
cide to vote against them
all, and not go to college.
Such a decision might be
wis,e f or him, even in a
nation where no respect
able young person is sup
posed to be caught with
his dirpl'oma down; where
sheepskins are worshipped
per see Not everyone should
go to college, any more
than everyone should try
to be a concert violinist or
a major league ban player.
And J uniormay be one of
those who should not.

A leading college presi··
dent recently had the wis

dom and courage to assert publicly that education
profits by exclusion. I'm sure he would say the same
thing about baseball or opera or any of the otih,er
highly selective fields of endeavor. With wide dif
ferences in the· types of abilities of young people,
why should $5,000 to $10,000 be invested in some
thing the person is not duly fitted to do? This size
able sum of money and years of his valua;ble time
would be bett,er invested in something for which
he is suited.

But let's suppose that Junior gives promise of
making a college education a good investment.
Then, which college?

Who Shall Choose?

I would argue that the choic'e should be Junior's,
not his parents'. After all, it's Junior's future that
is at stake. He is the one who will hav,e to endure
the consequences of the decision, not his parents.
It would be unf'ortuna,te for him to make a mistake,
but it would be even worse for his parents or any
one else to mai~e a mistake for him and impose it
upon him against his will.

It will be argued that if the parents pay the
bills they should choose the college, on the theory
that he who pays the fiddler should call the tunes.
But it is possible to saw one' of the horns off this
dilemma. It ean be done by letting Junior pay for
his own college education.

At the a'ge when he would start college, Junior
is old enough to earn his own living; and he is as
physicaHy fit to do so as he will ever ibe. Why not
then conclude that what he does with his time and
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money should be a matter of his own decision, on
his own responsibility?

He probably lacks the necessary $5,000 to $10,
000. And it ,may seem ill-advised to postpoij.e a
coHege education until he has saved that amount.
But if his parents consider ibis honor and credit
to be good, they can loan him the money. If not,
what purpose might a college education serve, any
how? The first rule of true learning is that it must
be wanted. if it is to be acquired. Children sent
to a refor,m school, for instance, are not avid
learners.

A college student who is paying his own way is
likeliY to have figured out the cost to him of every
hour spent in the classroom, and wiH be most
anxious to help make it worth the cost. He will
appraise it with as critical an eye as the bicycle
he is thinking of buying with his own money. In
that spirit, learning will be at its best for the
teacher as well as for the student.

A parent who follows this pilan of letting Junior
pay his own way to college may be accused of be
ing a Scrooge or a Shylock. The accU'ser can be
rem,inded of the eventual rights of iniheritance, and
observe that at the later date Junior may be even
better able to endure the dangers of an outright
gift and lis'e it wisely. At least we must face' the
fact that if freedom is to be instilled in the minds
of youth, it is imperat,ive that they sihall he trained
in self-reliance at as early an age as possible. And
one way to instill in them the idea that the world
does not owe them a living is to begin as early as
possiible to have them practice managing their own
affairs and paying their own way from their own
money. Certainly they should begin· to do this be
:fjore they attain the age of majori,ty and have
already graduated from college.

Parental Advice

Leaving the choice of a colleg1e to Junior does
not preclude parental advice. The aceeptaihility of
advice will be in proportion to the respect already
established for its source. And in the voluntary
society which we as libertarians espouse, how much
further should we go in this matter of sele'cting
Junior's college than to give him facts important
in the choice, and ihelp in weighing them?

Above all, we wou1ld want our child to choose a
college whe're learning in every field is in harmony
with a philosophy of freedom that is founded on
moral precepts. It would be a college where in
dividual rights are upiheld above any government
granted rights; where voluntary action is uphe1d

.and allowed to operate at a maxi1mum; where will-·
ing cooperation with any other person or persons is
c'Onsidered proper, so long as it does not infringe
on the individual ri,ghts of others.

It would be a colle'ge where all the compart
ments of learning respect the existence of an
ordered universe as evidenced by natural laws
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whlcn no mortal man can alter, and where evidence
as to the nature of thes,e laws becomes the major
object of study, in the light of present knowledge
about them. Whether the study is directed at
mathematics or geology or history, these views
would serve as the foundation from which facts
would be viewed and conclusions weighed. In the
spirit of philosophy that is the essence of sc,ience,
all authoritarianism by f1ellow-'men, in either learn
ing or social matters, would he renounced in favor
of the wisdom and conseience of oneself, whHe
within his own proper slphere of rights.

In this environment, as one gained in knowledge
he would come to realize the vast extent of the
unknown. A 'libertarian is always wisely humble;
an authoritarian lacks humility, and alway.s pre
sumes wisdom and knowl,edge beyond the small
amount he possesses.

The teachers in such a college would have this
type of mind, and would for that reason be able to
stimulate an unlimited curiosity in their students
who would com,e to think and act in the libertarian
tradition.

Risks in Learning

In this college there would be no indoctrination
by rote of the words of the freedom philosophy.
V-iews contrary to thos,e of freedom would some
how be exposed, on the theory that no student
intelligently believes anything until he knows pre
cisely what it is that he does not believe-and why.
The intelligent student of freedom will also know
well the concepts of sociaUsm-eommunism. He Wlill
know how these concepts have become embodied in
biology and ,economics and all. the other compart
ments of learning, and he will be able to recognize
them anywhere when they appear.

Exposure to the ideas of socialis:m-communism
i.s, therefore, a riskeve~y inte'lligent libertarian
musit take. If I have not yet prepared my child to
take that risk safely, it merely means that I have
not yet prepared him for the process of learning
about which we are concerned. If Junior is not
prepared for that, he is not yet prepared for
colle'ge.

It is possible, of course, to raise a child in a
stel'1i1e intellectual atmosphere. His diet could be
restricted to the words of the freedom philosophy
so exclusively that his environment is kept com
pletely pure, without any exposure to the ideolog
ical germs of socialism. But that will not have made
him immune to the disease, any more than the
raising of animals in a germ-free environment at
the Lobund Institute of Notre Dame University
makes them immune from diseases. It keeps them
from suffering the disease so long as they are
kept in that ger,m-free environment. But if they
are to continue free from dis·eas'e, they must be
kept imprisoned in that environment forever. For
once outside, they axe in far greater danger from



the diseases than are their brothers who have
been exposed all along to germs in a normal atmos
phere, and have built up a Hnatural immunity."

Educa;bi'On is lik'e that. The educated libertarian
is not one who has been proteeted to the point of
no exposure to illiberal ideas; he is one who,
through reasonable exposure, has acquired intelli
gent immunity to them and is ready to face the
real world which is full of those ideological germs.

As with most other things in life, one can
s'earch for the ideal college and never find it. In
the eyes of any college president, not even his
own is ideal, though he is constantly working to
ward that Igoal. The problem is one of finding the
best we can.

The best to be hoped for is a college where there
are a number of teachers who effectivel,y train
students in the way you want them trained. Per
haps only one such teaClher is enough. Truth is
so powerful against untruth that wie need see it
only once and it will hold a'gainst repeated attacks.

If Junior can have access to one or more such
excellent teachers after having been prepared for
this excursion into real life, he will come out
all right. He will come out a healtJhy libertarian,
possessed of an acquired immunity toward social
ism that is strong because it has been soundly
reasoned out in his own mind.

In reaching toward the ideal, helpful evidence
can be ass:em'bled [(}Ir Junior. Aside from having
had personal eXJperience with faculty members
usually lacking, excerpt for a few-the next best
th'ing is to follow the Packard Car ads of years
gone by: "A,sk the man who owns one." In other
words, we can ask those who have attended various
colleges recentllY. But information can never rise
above its source, and there is no use as~ing any
one who does not know well the philosophy of
freedom· about whiclh we are' concerned.

One can inquire directly from the colle!ges. I
once wrote to a number of college presidents and
asked: "What person or persons on your staff, in
any fields of work, do you consider to be learned
and effective exponents---in the classroom or out
side-of (histo~ical) liberalism, in the tradition
of the concepts of Frederic Bastiat, Adam Smith,
Lord Acton, John Locke, James Madison, Thomas
J efferson, Her-bert Spencer, John Stuart Min (his
On Liberty), etc.?"

The responses were ,most inter,esting. The thing

which most impressed me was that questioning wa's
welcomed. The presidents of what seem to be the
better colleges were happy to have' parents con
cerned about this matter, and welcomed the chance
to tell what they had to offer to any parent hoo
esUy interested.

'Their anslwers were, of course, limited by their
own knowledge of the subject, as well as by their
willingness to give a forthright answer. In other
words, it soon became evident that it was a test
of presidents as well as of their faculties. As be
tween two colleges of high renown, for instance,
one president replied that he 'was embarrassed to
have to repor;t how few on his faculty could meet
this high standard; the other said that ",most" of
his faculty in the social sciences and the human
ities would meet it. Further investigation revealed
that the former college was by far the stronger
of the two in the effective teaching of traditional
liberaHsm. The difference between the two presi
dents was itself a useful bit of information for
the pUI'lpose of selee:ting a college.

Having assembled a list of profes,sors in the
various colleges who were claimed to be effective
teachers in this respe0t, I was then able to check
them further. In one instance, a college president
had listed professors who did not measure up well
by this standard of test on further investigation,
and at the same time he failed to mention some
on his faculty who would measure up well. Such
highly si'gnificant evidence about various colleges
was subsequently uncovered. It suggests how the
method of obtaining infnr,mation may be used to
go as deeply as one wants.

Thi,s is not the only way to assemble facts of
help to Junior in selecting his coHe,ge, but it is
one way to go a.bout it. This much seems sure:
There are few colle,ges or universities in America
whiClh would today rank high by the standards a
libertar'ian would apply. And further, the liberal
traditions on which this nation was founded are
now so little underSitood that ea0h person will
have to largely do his own research, laboriously
and carefully. Having assembled what facts he
can find, Junior is bet'ter able to arrive at his own
C'onclus'ion.

(Reprints of this article can be obtained at the
following prices: single copy free,' 10 copies, $1.00,·
25 copies, $2.00; 100 copies, $6.00.)

Names Wanted

Because you read the FRE'EMlAN, you know people who ought to re·ad

it. Please send 'in the names of these kindred spirits, so that we

can introduce them to the publication by way of sample copies.

Tbe FREEMAN, Irvington-on.JIudson, N.Y.
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No Peace •
In Appeasement

By WILLIAM HENRY CHAMBERLIN

l.n the face of our allies' current
efforts to offer concessions to Red
China, some hard-learned lessons of
history should 'be brought to mind.

If there is one' principle of international affairs
that should now be established beyonGl any pos
sibility of doubt it is the futility 01 appeasement
as a means of dealing with a totalitarian power
driven ,on by unlimited ambition. Such a power
will never be satisfied with concessions, however
extensive. Its appetite grows with eating.

lOne does not have to look very far for illus
trations of this point. The sweeping concessions
at the expensre of Czechoslovakia which Hitler
obtained at Munich did not ,abate the Nazi dic
tator's lust for conquest. These concessions only
placed him in a stronger position by giving him
possession of the considerable arms production
resourees of Czechoslovakia. And within a year
of the meeting at Munich which NeviUe Chamber
lain believed would Ibring "peace in our time,"
Great Britain was at w,ar.

To be sure, it remains an unansw,ered historical
question whether Great Britain and France, after
having lost their power to defend eastern Europe,
would not have been wiser to give up that area
as lost and place their cards on diverting Hitler's
urge for expansion ,eastward, against the Soviet
Union. Certainly the building up of .stalin's empire
as ,a ,successor to Hitler's has not led to happy re
S'ults. But what was quite fatuous and unrealistic
was to expect that Hitler, after Munich, would
settle down to an existence of peace and good
will. Given his record, his mentality and philo
sophy, he was predestined to go on with expan
sion until he was checkmated by the application
of 'equal or superior force.

And when the memory of Munich was, or should
havre been, still fresh in their minds, Roosevelt
and ChurchiH proceeded to repeat the Munich
method at their conference with Stalin in Yalta
in February 1945. It was the same dreary story
of trying to buy peace by appeasement, and fail
ing.

Appeasement may be defined as one-sided poli
tical retreat and sacrificing the interests of weaker
allires under the pressure or use of force. By
this definition Yalta, hailed by left-wingers on
both ,sides of the A'Uantic as the birth of a brave
new world, was a ,second and less excusable Munich.

;The insidious appeal of appeasemrent is that
any sacrifice of territory, of honor, of good faith
can be plausibly represented as preferable to war.
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The fallacy of this appeal is that appeas'ement
never averts war. It only increases the proba
bility of war under less favorable circumstances,
moral and material.

If perpetual peace could have been assured by
giving Hitler the Sudeten area of Czechoslovakia
or by giving Stalin the eastern provinces of Po
land, the sacri,ficemight seem j us:tified on thre
p.rinciple of preferring the lesser to the greater
evil. But the sequel to Munich was World War
Two. The ,sequel to Yalta was ,the cold war. And
the cold war is more likely to lead to the horror
of an all-out World War Three in .precisepropor
tion as the Soviret empire becomes stronger and
richer in manpower, in natural resources,. and in
territory.

A firm stand !by Americ'a and Grreat B,ritainfor
the rights of Poland and China and the prin
ciples of the Atlantic Charter at Yalta, together
with a real,istic attitude toward building up de
feated Germany and Japan as· auxiliary allies
against the Soviet colossus, would havre kept the
Soviet Union within its boundaries. of 1939.. In
that ease we should have. far less cause for ap
prehension today. Ins,tead, Stalin was permitted
to extend his empir,e far heyond any frontier
that could plausibly be claimed for Russia on
nationality grounds; Warsaw and Prague, Buda
pest and Bucharest, Leipzig and Stettin have be
come Soviet cities in all but name.

Why China Was Lost

Appeasrement did not work in China, either. A
much smaller military effort than the one which
the United States actually made in Korea would
have sufficed, in all probability, to tip the scales
of the Chinese civil war in favor of Chiang
Kai-shek and against the Chinese Reds. But the
effort w'as not made. The counsels of Owen Lat
timore were preferred during the critical years
01 1946-49.

Because China was lost to the Communist
enemy,Korea beca;m.e the scene of a costly and
frustrating war. And in Korea a course of semi
appeasement, of avoiding victory, was followed.
General MacArthur's proposals for bombing en'emy
bases in Manchuria and using Chiang Kai-shek's
army in Formosa on the Chinese mainland were



rejected. The conse'quences were soon appar.ent.
The Chinese R-eds, flushed with the success of
their intervention in Korea, stepped up sharply
their aid to the Communist Vietminh forces in
Indo....China. Again, and probably not for the last
time, ther,e was reason to reflect on the truth
of MaeArthur's well-known saying: "There is no

substitute for victory."
It might have been imagined that, after the

quick successiveexperiencies with Hitler, Stalin
and. St,alin',s heirs, appeasement would have been
finally discredited. But nothing of the kind has
hap'pened.

Allied Disunity

The strong-est Communist weapon at the present
time is not any military wea'pon, atomic or con
ventional. It is the pitiful spectacle of disunity
and cross-purposes in the non...JGommunist world.
All experience shows that the surest means of
preserving peace a'gainstthe threat of the bur
geoning Communist empire is the organization
of s,trong coalitions for united action against
aggression.

But petty and parochial issues like the Saar
and Trieste have served as excus'es for the French
and It,alians to put off indefinite'1y the ratification
of the treaty which would estahlish a European
Army, with a German contingent that is badly
needed for political as wen as military reasons.
Many of :the French people have their ey.es fixed
so obstinately on an obso'lete danger frem Ger
m,any that they refuse to see the real, present
and growing danger from the Soviet Union, ag
gravated by a large internal fifth column repre
sented by the French Communist Party.

The Italians and Yugoslavs worked themselves
into' such a nationalist hysteria over the Trieste
issue· that their -ability to cooperate against the
Soviet threat seems doubtful. There are unsettled
quarrels between Great Britain and Egypt, be
tween Israel and the Arab states. All this is
grist for the Communist diplomatic mill.

Even the voice of Sir Winston Churchill, once
the. prophet of uncompromising resistance to Com
munist, as well as Nazi expansion, has sounded
lately like a very uncertain trumpet. He has
been advocating top-level talks, with no prelim
inary conditions, between the leading statesmen
of the United States, the Soviet Union and Great
Britain. This is the formula of Teheran, of
Yalta, of Potsdam.

In 1949 Churchill defined the basic issue of
the cold war with unsurpassed clarity. He called
on the Soviet leaders to "release their grip upon
the satellite states of Europe," to "retire to their
own country," to "cease oppressing, exploiting
and tormenting the iimmense part of Germany
and Austria which is now in their hands," to
"throw ope'll their vast regions on equal ter,ms

~o the ordinary travel and tr:affic of mankind.'>
Soviet power and the Soviet thre'at to the non

Communist world ha've not diminished during
the last five years. Not a single one of the con
ditions for agreement which Winston Churchill
laid down in 1949 has been fulfilled. But today
the aged British statesman only voices appeals

for more negotiations.
-One of the pathetic fallacies of those who, un

consciously in many cases, lend an ear to the
siren voice of appeasement is the belief that there
is some merit in talk for talk's salke, that a
gathering ,around the conference table with spokes
men for the Soviet Union and Red China is al
ways to be welcomed. Now all experience shows
(and the Geneva conference has furnished oon-
clus\ive proof) that it is far better not to nego
tiate at all than to try to negotiate from weakness.

Those who would like to see a softer policy
towiard Moscow someti,mes attack American foreign
policy as "too rigid." No one would dispute the
general proposition that a settlement around the
conference table is preferable to a settlement on
the battlefi-eld. But flexibility is a two-way street.
If Molotov runs true to form by being adamant
on every important issue, and we become "flex
ible," it is easy to anticipate that the Soviet
grand design of world conquest through a com
bination of armed force, internal subversion and
diplomatic cunning will move steadily forward.

Appea!ls for appeasement are sometimes backed
up with the inaccurate banality that communism
is an idea, and you can't stop an idea by force.
If communism were just an idea, we could well
afford to meet it in the market place of ideas.
Unfortunately, it is the armed doctrine of an
enormous and s-welling empire which simultia
neously builds up huge armaments and gives sub
versive assignments to a host of fifth columnists
and secret agents. 'To suggest that such methods
have anything to do with the peaceful impact of
an abstract idea is to be naive, if not downright
absurd.

In George OrweH's fictional totalitarian state
of 1984 the slogans w-ere' "War Is Peace. Freedom
Is Slavery. Ignorance Is Strength." The illusion
of peace that comes from appeasement is just as
phony as these slogans. There is no pe'ace in
appeasement, as there is no security in retreat
and no safety in cowardice.

Waspish Comment

No doubt you will heave a sigh of relief to know
that at long last the U.S. Government has seen fit
to allocate the necessary funds to print a 54-page
booklet on growing peanuts; a 56-page opus on
diseases of the pecan and their control; and a com
pletelyauthoritative report on wasps, how to con
trol them. Oh,economy, where is thy blessed sting?
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The "Liherals~~ of Smith

By ALOISE HEATH

A barrage of insults from their fellow-alumnae
greeted a committee who dared to suggest that
Smith College graduates might inquire into why
their Alma Mater is employing pink professors.

"Dear fellow-alumna," we began our letter. "All
of us~ of course, realize that a contribution to
a cause or an institution implies, on the part of
the contributor, not merely a gesture of loyalty,
but an active assumption of moral responsibility
for that cause or institution."

,A self-proving proposition, we of the drafting
committee thought. Noone with the openess of
mind that a diploma from Smith College presumes
could find fault with that. Events ,proved that
we were mis,taken.

But, before I go on with the letter and the con
sequences, I should acquaint the reader with the
origin of it. Some of us, graduates of Smith, had
observed with distaste the reputation our college
had gained for a syrupy attitude toward the pink
er shades of academic orthodoxy. For· years, in
dividual alumnae who had ventured to register
protests with the college authorities had been
either soothed or ,snubbed. We decided to 'be un
soothable and unsnubbable; we formed a committee
of action. We would write to the alumna.e,
telling them what we knew; the rest we would leave
to their intelligence and political ,maturity.

Certain members of the Smith faculty, we ex
plained in our letter, naming five, "have been or
are presently associated with many or,ganizations
cited as Communist or Communist-front by the At
torney G,eneral of the United States and the Com
mittee on Un-American Activities. Even with full
knowledge of the political associations of the
above-mentioned professors," we eontinued, "some
of us will choos'e to contribute to Smith College
the· money which helps make their employment
possible. We suggest, however, that any alumna
who cannot conscientiously, and with complete
awareness of its implications,follow this cours,e,
withhold her donation until the Smith administra
tion explains its educational policy to her per
~onal satisfaction."

We called ourselves the Committee for Discrim
!nation in Givilll:g. I was appointed secretary be
cause, since I was mother of the most children and
member of the fewest clubs, I was, in a sense, both
house-bound and duty-free. For weeks after our
meeting, I typed addresses by day and checked
lnembership lists of dubious organizations by night.
On February 23 of this year, 3,200 letters-the
numbp.r our com{mittee's joint $116 would p.ay for-
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were piled into the l,aundl'iy basket, and my Cub
Scout Den and I lug,ged them downtown to mail.

IOn Feb~uary 25, I spent almost thirteen hours at
the telephone. The bell began to ring at 6 :45 in
the morning; it went off duty at 1 :15 the fol'lowing
morning. "How dare you send me such a terrible
letter?" voices shrilled illl my ear. "Keep your
lying accusations to yourself!" "To think that a
Smith girl would tear down her own college," other
ladies quavered, "you sound like Vassar!" "If
Smith College doesn't sue you, I will," a large num
ber of my fellow-graduates announced cholerically.

The Furious and the "Reasonable"

These conversations represented, I found as the
day wore on, only one stereotype of liberal arts
alumna (and probably ·alumnus). The other was
cal!mer, colder, and s'weetly reasonable. The sweetly
reasonable spoke of "eXiPosure to all points of
view," of the "stimulation of young minds," of
"intellectual honesty" and of "academic freedom."
It took me an average of forty minutes to get the
sweetly reasonable off the telephone.

Those who accused us of "lying accusations" I
urged to write either Smith College or their Con
gressmen for verification of our information. This
suggestion was unanimously, and in most cas,es
furiously, rejected on the grounds that it would
constitute disloyalty to the' Alma Mater. To the
"divergent points of view" school, I answered that
we felt some alumnae would prefer these ,points of
view taught by those who believed in only one
that of traditional A'merican constitutional democ
racy. But this, thought the voices at the other end
of the wire, would be "insincere."

'The next few days were a whirl of telelgrams,
telephone calls and letters. The sug'gestion of our
committee that, in contributing to Smith College,
each alumna follow the dictates of her own con
science was considered not only highly inflam
matory, but deeply sU,bversive. "I had hopefully
supposed," wrote one woman, "that to warrant the
title of a Smith alumna one must cherish the prin
ciples of intellectual freedom, due process and
individual integrity, and not stupidly join Mc
Carthy, Jenner and Velde's witch-hunt craze." "iTo
be addressed by you as a fellow-alumna makes me
truly ashamed," another graduate informed me.



Still another ,expressed her surprise "that the
College could have given a degree to anyone so
laeking in judgment, in discrimination, in the
critical faculty." A 1951 -graduate earnestly hoped
that "even when I have been out of Smith as long
as you have, ~ny mind will not have ossified to the
point of accepting such fascist propaganda. You
carelessly smear the names of several people; are
you presenting proof?" she asked. "N0," she
ans'wered.

There was another recurrent theme. "I am in
creasing my contribution," "I am doubling my con
tribution," "I am contributing for the first time,"
wrote hundreds of alumnae. One young-very
young-graduate threw caution to the winds. "If
I now had a million dollars," she cried, "I would
give it all to Smith I"

In the meantime, Smith College was waxing
richer and more wroth. In the intervals between
raking in the windfall, the President of Smith
College and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
managed to issue several furlongs of statements
spoken, written and, for all I know, wigwagged.
"For your guidance and information," they con
fided to the Smith Club Presidents, the Trustees,
the Counselors, the officers and directors of the
Alumnae Association, members of the fourth estate
and all others who could be induced to stand still:

. . . this letter was not presented for investigation
to the administration or the Trustees of Smith
College, who learned of it only after letters were
received by some alumnae. The charges were not
made known to the persons named nor were they
given any opportunity to comment on them. Weare
informed by the persons named, all of whom have
taken the Massachusetts State Teachers Oath pledg
ing support of the Constitution of the United States
and of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, that
they are not Communists, that they are engaged in
no disloyal or subversive activity 'and that they do
not attempt to influence their students in the di
rection of any political doctrine.

However, the President and the Chairman had
judged their audience shrewdly. To Smith Clubs
all over the country who had, without investigation
and without inquiry, voted unanimous "resolutions
of confidence in our college's administration and
faculty," the Communist affiliations of individuals
whose salaries they helped pay was not a ipoint at
issue. The point at issue, to these women, was the
sugary sediment of their bright college years.

The President's mention of the Massachusetts
State Teachers Oath, if it 'was meant to take
us aback, accomplished its purpose. This oath,
which has been mandatory for Massachusetts
teachers since 1935, had in no way inhibited'mem
bers of the Smith faculty from maintaining ties
with Communist organizations during the past
twenty years. We were even more startled to note
that these ties did not seem to preclude, in their
eyes, the further statement that they were "en
gaged in no disloyal or subversive activity." We

had thought that mention of the oath would eIi1
barass the administration of Smith College, but
we were wrong.

The statement that "the charges were not made
known to the persons natmed, nor were they given
any opportunity to comment on them," cut to the
quick our Smith-hockey-team sense of fair play.
It 'was within the outer realms of possibility, we
decided, that the previous questions of alumnae,
addressed to the college administration, had not
been passed on to the faculty members involved.
We promptly, therefore, wrote each of the five
professors, 'asking for information about their
current and past political affiliations, and offering
to cireulate this information among the alumnae.
Our answer came. through the press. The President
of Smith had re'quested that "members of the fac
ulty answer no communications from Mrs. Heath."

Some Puzzling Statements

Another .recur,ring statement was frankly puz
zling to our ,com'mittee.There had been established
in February 1953, the administration told simply
everybody, a "joint committee representing the
trustees and the f'3;culty," 'who would handle any
cas,e which might ·arise 'from "charges :being made
against members of the faculty." This committee,
however, according to the colle'ge, "had not to date
been ,caned upon to assume its responsibilities."
What puzzled us was the fact that in our files is a
letter from the President of Smith to an alumna
who had raised the same questions as did our com
mittee. 'The letter,W1hich terminates a correspond
,ence of eleven months duration, is dated April 29,
1953-two 'months after the formation of the col
lege's joint com'mittee-and informs the 'importu
nate alumna that "it is the policy of the Board of
'Trustees . . . to cooperate with the Congressional
committees so far as they may, and otherwise await
their action."

A mass meeting of the faculty and students of
Smith College was addressed by its President on
March 3, 1954. "Freedom of speech and academic
freedom," the eollege was told, "are the true
sources of our strength ... We recognize the free
dom to search for and speak the truth." The college
applauded. "In a free society," they were further
instructed, "'we not only expect, we depend upon
diversity of opinion." His audience knew to whose
freedom their President referred and to whose he
did not.

'The letters kept rolling in-and by now they
were able to quote from the daily ,reports of the
liberal newspapers, which made for better spelling
but less variety. "Charge of Red Front ,At 8mith
Backfires," Philadelphia announced, and "Smith
College Alumnae Refuse to Fall for Red Scare"
proclaimed the New York Post. "Boomerang," cried
editorial writers by the score. Sm,ith students, dur
ing this period, scattered letters broadside bearing
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s·hatements to the effect that the Attorney-General's
and the 'Un..,American Activities Committee's lists
of subvers~ive organizations 'were intellectually dis
credited and notoriously 'UnrQIiable. We asked our
selves whether thes'e children had arrived at their
unusual conclusion before or after their aSSUU1p
tion of a course of studies at Smith College. We
answered ourselves.

On April 24, 1954, our Alma Mater investigated
itself and ,cleared itself. "The Committee told the
Trustees," according to the news release, "that, in
its opinion 'the fundamental charge is that certain
members of the Smith Faculty may be teaching
subversive doctrines. The Committee finds that
there is absolutely no ,evidence of any instance of
teaching or attempting to indoctrinate subversive,
Communist or Communist-front doctrines either
inside or outside the classroom.' "

This statement, besides answering a question
we had not posed and alleviating fears we had not
felt, inspired in us interest, admiration and awe.
Had the joint Trustee-Faculty Committee ques
tioned all students enrolled in Art 313a, A,rt 313b,
Art 33la, A'rt 42, English 321a, English 32lb,
English 415a, 'Government 37,Government 43b,
History 13, History 320a, History 323a, and His
tory 57a? Or had the com'mittee reached its con
clusion by asking the named faculty members
whether they were engaged in subversive indoc
trination of their students? (We also wondered
what [Smith's policy is toward faculty members who
are or have been affiliated with Communist or Com
munist-front organizations.)

How Information Was Received

And still the letters poured in. "It has been
proved over and over again that membership in a
communist organization is 'meaningless," one
woman informed 'Us. "This is still a free count,ry
and no Communist and no Fascist ,can tell us what
and where to ,give," irrefutably stated another. And
finally: "In the words of Him who is often called
the first Communist, 'let him who is without guilt
among you cast the first stone!' " After a hasty
examination of our various consciences, we decided
to cast the second stone.

Many weeks, many dollars and my sixth child
later, we s'ent a postcard to each of the 28,000
alumnae. "Your nearest 8'mith .college Club presi
dent," we informed them, "has received ten copies
of a packet of information about certain members
of the Smith College faculty. Alumnae who are in
terested in the educational policy of their college
may wish to appraise this information." Our
packet consisted of a report to the Alumnae As
sociation of the activities of our committee, plus
a dossier of the five professors' political records.

If our "unfounded accusations" had irritated
the Smith IColleg,e alumnae, our offer of documented
information roused them to a frenzy. Many of the
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college clubs wrote parliamentary-type letters,
stating that they refused (invariably by unani
mous resolution) to act as agents for the Commit
tee for Discrimination in 'Giving. Individuals in
formed 'Us that "alumnae who are interested in the
educational policy of their college do not wish to
appraise the information of your 'committee." "Be-'
cause of a serious question of principle involved,"
two others wrote, "we both consider ourselves ca
pable of appraising your information sight un
seen." "I am not interested," stated one of our cor
respondents with beautiful simplicity, "in anything
you ha've to say about anything."

Suffering from the optimistic delusion that the
body of their alumnae would be intellectually
curious enough to read our material, the President
of Smith College and the Chairman of the Board
of Trustees succumbed once more to their state
ment-compulsion. This time the.y actually dealt
with the point at issue.

Their investigation, they informed presidents
of Smith alumnae clubs, "disclosed that the affilia
tions of all but one faculty 'member had lapsed or
had been te,rminated some years ago." (Did this
mean, we wondered, that these faculty members
were no longer pro-Communist; that they repudi
ated their former affiliations?·· Had the professors
left the ,committees-or had the committees left
the professors? We had no way of knowing. The
President had ordered his faculty to "answer no
communications from Mrs. Heath.")

The announcem,ent continued, "'The statement
published in the Daily Worker on March 31, 1954,
and to which [one faculty member's] name was
appended, gave no indication that it was sponsored
by a communist or communist-front orlganization."
This last seemed a little more naive than we be
lieve the President and the Chairman to be. The
fact that the statement mentioned called for "the
abolition of the Attorney General's list of 'subver
sive organizations,' ,reinstatement of teachers dis
'missed in recent inquiries, and amnesty for those
in jail on charges of 'conspiracy to teach and ad
vocate their political views'''; the fact that this
statement was published only by the Daily Worker
and that it wasco-signed by Howard Fast,· Corliss
Lamont and Paul Robeson, apparently stirred no
doubts among our college administration.

The policy of Smith College toward this prohlem
is, we reluctantly conclude, completely opportun
istic. If questions are brought to hear upon them
in a reticent way, our authorities will ignore or
evade them. If ,questions are put straightforwardly
and publicly, in the manner of the Committee for
Discrimination in Giving, they will feel their way
from smoke screen to whitewash.

The experience of our committee-and mine, as
its most active 'member-has be'en, to say the least,
educational. The letters continue to pack our mail
box. This morning's postcard sets the general tone:
"Mrs. Heath: Why· don't you go to hell?"



My Friend's Education

By FRANK CHODOROV

A. college at which one could get nothing but an
education would be a novelty. It would offer ,no

degrees, would not even take attendance records.

Who would enroll? Those who want an education.

A friend of mine did what all good friends do; he
died. The loss caused the proper amount of grief,
of course; but in this case the grief was polluted
by an odd petulance. For some unknown reason I
felt that he had abused his rights by dying at
that time. For his going left me at loose ends.
He had "done me wrong."

The friendship had been a highly profitable one
for m'e. He was an intellectual warehouse from
which I ,wasallways free to lift as much merchan
dise as I was capable of carrying; and much that
I lifted and incorporated into my stock-in-trade
was !borrowed while we sipped a beer or munched a
midnight rarebit. For he was a superb raconteur,
always with the parable that exactly fitted the
subject at hand, and for his illustrations he
could draw on an intimate knowledge of a half
dozen .literatures, ancient and modern, augmented
with much intelligent travel. He had digested a
lot of thoroughly non-utilitarian information,
covering such fields as mediaeval architecture,
manners of the Second Empire, music, the culinary
art, the Bible (in the origina,l), lovemaking in
the tenth century and the economy of the Minoans,
and if you knew how to draw him out (he preferred
to listen) 'an evening with him would prove a
bonanza. A companion of that sort is not easy to
come by.

Wen, the inevitable is the inevitable, and one
turns to pleasant memories. And to cogitating.
The thought that hung on with tenacity was that
all the knowledge and understanding he had stored
away in three quarters of a century ,went down into
the grave with his body, and that seemed to be a
terrible loss. That "you can't take it with you"
is a self-evident fact; but the "it" referred to
in the aphorism is the fund of tangible things the
a'verageman usually piles up lin a Iifetime. My
friend, however, was outside the average, in that
he never gave a hoot for anything that could be
listed in a will; he acquired only learning and
that he surely took with him. And except for
!examples of it in the half dozen books he published,
the literary style he never tired of perfecting
was gone forever. B'eing something of a utili
tarian, I could not help asking, why put in aU
that time and effort at pursuits that produced so
little that could be seen and catalogued? It seemed
so un-Am'erican.

'To -which he would have answered, I aim sure,
"Didn't I have fun doing it? And what can a
fellow get out of life more valuable than fun?"

And thereby hangs a theory of education which
he exemplified. It runs something like this :educa
tion is the pursuit of know'ledge that pays off in
the enjoym'ent of it; if it does not yield that
kind of profit you quit the pursuit, and you keep
at it only in proportion to returns. For instance,
he once told m'e that he had got so much fun out of
reading the Greek and Latin classics, in his col
lege days, that he later took on Hebrew, and found
its literature just as gratifying. On the other
hand, if he found a hook uninteresting, even one
he had been hired to review, he would drop it;
one book which had received accolades from eminent
Iiterateurs he discarded after the first fifty pages
with the remark, "I ain't got education enough for
that kind of tripe."

The Test of Educability

According to this theory, some people are edu
calble and some are not, and there is nothing one
can do to change this natural arrang'ement. This
does not mean that some people are "better" than
others, for in respect to functional ability the non
educable are 'Usually better endowed than the edu
cable, and their contribution to material progress
is certainly greater. Then again, the educable are
so engrossed in self-betterment that they are of no
use in the democratic business of improving others,
and as reformers or politicians they are quite
inept; in fact, they are a bit on the anti-social side,
,eve'll though they can be wonderful companions.
However, it is idle to pass value judgment on 'either
of these personality groups; each is what it is and
cannot be the other. As for determining who is
,educaJble and who is not, there is no other test than
the purely subjective one of pleasure; uhe educab1e
get satisfaction from the pursuit of learning, the
others find the occupation dis'tasteful.

It is an individualistic theory of education,
resting its case on the premise of innate charac
teristics. My friend, obviously, was an individualist
of the first water; he would have no truck with the
notion that the individual is ,what his environment
makes him. Environm'ent, including colleg,e, can
,make it difficult for the educable to get an educa-
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tion, but it cannot prevent them from getting
it. Just as a tree will work its way around impedi
ments to reach the sun, so those bothered by a
questing spirit will persist in reaching for "the
best that has heen said and thought in this world,"
and will absorb their share of it. On the other
hand, those born without the eternal "why" in their
souls can liv'eamong books all their lives without
being touched by learning.

'The theory, most assuredly, rejects the demo
cratic notion that all are equally and inde,finitely
educable. In point of fact, nobody really takes
that notion seriously, least of all the hier
archy of professional teachers who pay it lip
service.

In what is called "progressive education" the
general objective is to produce what is called a
social consciousness, with emphasis on both uni
formity and confoI'lmity; but to reach that objec
tive individual differences must be minimized; thus,
it is inferred that all are equally 'educable only
if those of greater intellectual capacity are writ
ten off, as if they did not exist.

Courses Grow Easier

Likewise, the democratic notion of education gets
a :lift in the colleges by the adjustment of courses
to fit the lowest common denominator, which gets
lower as more and more candidates for the com
mercially necessary degree are enrolled. It is
certainly true that all are equally educable if you
equate education with the ability to pull teeth, to
use a slide rule, to memorize a legal code or to
order a -meal in a foreign language; and you prove
your case incontestably by fitting 'examinations
to the examinee.

This is not to condemn our educational system;
far from it. Given the premise of democracy, no
other educational system would do. Gertainly if
the system were shaped to serve the needs of the
educable,education would be making a concession
to aristocratic notions, which democracy simply
cannot do. The axiom of uniform perfectibility
must ,be adhered to at all costs,even if this in
volves the redefinition of education. It would
hardly be democratic to deny the badge of edu
cability-the degree-to those whose intellectual
capacity finds expression in tending cows; there
fore, we 'must have agricultural colleges. And so
that there will /he no discrimination against the
geniuses of the hous'ehold, a school of domestic
science must have the power to grant appropriately
engraved parchments.

It is only if you are a stickler for the purity
of words that you find fault with our syste:m of
education. For instance, my late friend main
tained that what goes by the name of education
in a democracy is in fact only training. The high
schools, with their courses in carpentry and book
keeping, have replaced the discarded apprentic·e-
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s.hip system, while the law school is simply a
glorified clerkship in a legal office. E'ven in the
schools of philosophy, the guiding spirit is utHi
tarianis1m rather than speculation; in the popular
pragmatic philosophy-if it is a philosophy
the only absolute recognized is "that whatever
works is good," which is putting a premium on skill
as against learning. However, since everybody
abov,e th~ grade of idiocy can be trained to do
something, the democratic dictum that all people
are equaHy educable is proved true by a simple
device of semantics. "

Not only does the democratic idiomgiv,e support
to this equation of education with training, hut
so does another important facet of our mores
economism. From the time of birth, the American
learns of the importance of g·etting on in the
'world, of acquiring wealth and social position,
'and it would be inconsistent with this ideal if
his schooling did not take it into account. No
American father should, in the circumstances, chan
nel his offspring's development along any but
utilitarian lines; were he to stress learning for
the sake of learning he would be unfaithful to his
parental duty. Should his own son or daughter
prove educable, he must use his influence to try to
overcome the handic'ap, so that his progeny may
not suffer from social disabilities. And, as a citizen
and taxpayer, he must bring the conventional point
of view to bear upon the established educational
facilities.

A Sanctuary for Inquiring Minds

If the int'eHectually curious find such facilities
unsatisfying, they have only themselves, or their
misfortune, to blam·e. They must shift for them
selves. Curiously enough, they always do, as a
matter of necessity, even if the colleges make the
going rough for the1m; not infrequently, they pass
up both the college and the degree in favor. of
an education. As a consequence, they will probably
find it difficu'lt to get a job as an insurance
salesman, and about all they can claim for their
educational spree is a lot of fun. That is all they
ever get from it.

One wonders how many of these rare and un
fortunate birds there are around. About the only
way one could estim'ate their number would be by
the establishment of a college designed for them,
something 'like a sanctuary set up for almost extinct
animal species. The special feature of such a
college would be that one could get nothing from
it except an education, and no one would think of
going there for any other purpose. Nat a single
utilitarian course would pollute the curriculum.
For instance, one might learn how to appreciate
Moliere and Racine, even though one might have
difficulty in reading a French newspaper; economics
would be taught as the scieneeof how we make
a living, not as a preparation for a job in the



government; as for psychology, the textbooks would
be Shakespeare and Tolstoy.

To make sure that none but the· ,educable would
enroll, this college would give no degrees or even
certificates of attendanc'e; it would not deign to
peddle such papers. In fact, no record of attendance
would be kept, nor would there' be anyexamina
tions or other m'eans of judging the educability

of the students. Each student would have to figure
that out for hi'mself, if the matter bothered him,
by the test of fun.

That, I believe, would be a practical application
of the theory of education ;my late friend pro
pounded and lived. By the way, he was the editor
of the original FREEMAN, published between 1920
and 1924, and his name was Albert Jay Nock.

Taxing the Goose that Lays Eggs

By V. ORVAL WATTS
A reduction in taxes can actually increase the
total revenue of government, because it acts as
a powerful stimulant to production and trade.

Every Congress,man who voted for the 900-page
tax bill will be extolling its virtues during the
coming campaign. Those who voted against it will
be denouncing it just as vehemently, and will imply
that if their party is ele,cted they will put through
a bill replete with good ta:x:es. The fact is, there
"ain't no sechanimyle" as a good tax, despite
the arguments of the taxocrats to the contrary.

Every tax that' was ever levied was supported by
the argument that it was imposed "for our good."
So it is now. We are told that when our money is
taken from us the ,purpose is to prevent us from
inflicting harm on ourselves by wrong spending.
We must be taxed lest we drink too ,much, smoke
too much, save too much. To which harmful ex
ampiles of bad spending has been added a new 0<tne:
the evil of spending ourselves into inflation. So
th9Y 'g,et us coming and going. Besides harIp.ing
ourselves by consuming too much, we also bid
up the prices (i)'f what we do consume. How can you
beat that argument for handing over our money for
others to spend?

Bolstering that logic is the obvious fact that
the "business pi.ature" often looks good tbecause
we a,re prevented from spending what others spend
for us. To explain this phenom,enon, many econo
mists in the busines'S world hold that taxes "merely"
transfer purchasing power. It .makes no difference,
they ,say, whether Tom, Dick and Harry go into
the market to get what they want, or the govern
ment buys what it wants with the money that
Tom, Dick and Harry did not have a chance to
spend. Said one highly esteemed economist recently :
"T,ax ,reduction is merely a transfer of purchasing
power. 'The purchasing power restored'to the tax
payers is exactly offset by the purchasing power
taken from the government spending agencies."
This was in support of his view that government
tax policies may not be able to ward off depression.

It is certainly true that government cannot

guarantee prosperity. The best it can' do is to
protect producers from robbery while' they create
their own prosperity. But if a tax reduction,
as the economist says, "merely" transfer~ pur
chasing power from the government to the citizens,
then a tax increase "merely" transfers it in the
other direction, and total business or prosperity
remains the same whether taxes are high or low.

How to Stimulate Production

But let us consider this a bit further. A tax
is a forced levy on a citizen's earnings. To say
that it does not matter whether tax rates are
high or low is to say that it does not matter
whether producers get little or much of what
they earn. If this were true, then a slave would
produce as much as a free man, and a communist
society would be as productive and prosperous
as one that permits the producer to keep his
output. Is that true? Or, is it not rather true
that the more of his output the producer is
permitted to enjoy-to own-the more he is in
clined to produce? Is not prosperity in direct
proportion to the degree of private property
allowed?

'The fact is, as any economist should know,
that a tax reduction is a most powerful stimulant
to production, to trade, and to all of the processes
that generate "purchasing power," regardless of
how one us,es that ,much abused phrase. One of
the chief reasons for the comparative prosperity
of the American people, from the founding of
the Massachusetts Bay Colony down to the 1930s,
was the low tax rates impoHed on them, and the
record will show that every important tax re
duction in the history of this country had a
sti'mulating effect on business. The reason is;
obvious: the more a man consumes and saves of
his earnings, the more he will produce.
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If the 900-page tax bill under which we must
suffer for at :least the next fiscal year were
replaced with one that concerned itself only with
reductions, we could be sure that the market
place-including the five and ten cent stores-would
be enlivened no ,end. Is that bad? Or suppose the'
highly discriminatory taxes on profits and on
upper-bracket incomes were dropped or even shaved
considerably, would not the result be ,more build
ings, factories, machines, goods and jobs? What
,else would the relieved 'entrepreneurs do with the
windfall of tax reductions? Even if they spent it
on ostentatious parties, the economy would be
improved.

'Tax reductions do not "merely" transfer spend
ing power from the government to those who
earned the money in the first place. In the case
of the investor, the tax reductions have the effect
of sti1mulating his interest in expected profits.
The risk-taker would go after the new opportun
ities that an enriched people would offer. Not
only would the reductions give him more money
to invest in enterpris,e, but his improved credit
position plus the incentiv'e of expected profits
would stimulate borrowing. In other words, more
income after taxes-the only income that counts
-would ,mean more equity capital, which is neces
sary to underwrite and attract loan capital.

In particular, 'an increase in equity capital pro
vides a sound (non-inflationar,y) basis for the
expansion of bank credit. This means a correspond
ing addition to total bank deposits and baniknotes,
the chief currency of commerc,e. But an expansion
of credit of this sort, based on the incre,ase of
productive capital, is very different from credit
expansion based on governm,ent borrowings. Credit
expansion to ,cover government deficits is infla
tionary, while e~ansion based on productive in
crease is not.

The point is that a tax reduction increas,es the
production of the country, and thus can increase
the tota;l revenue of the government. O'f course',
a corresponding reduction of government spending
would be twice as beneficial as the tax reduction
alone, and currency inflation to meet government
deficits is itself a destructive form of taxation.
But some tax rates in this country are now so
high that they actually reduce total government
revenues and increase government deficits.

Perhaps we can see wh~t the pres'ent tax policies
of our government are doing to us if we reflect
on what, had they been in effect fifty years ago,
they would have done to the' growth of a business.
Let us take the Ford Motor Company as an example.

In order to increase his total capital, as H'enry
Ford did, from $28,000 to about one billion in
twenty years, he had to reinvest in his business
an a,mount equal to about 68 per cent on his
capital, compounded annually during that time.
Now, if taxes had cut that rate of growth in
half, that ls, to 34 per cent, the growth of the
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Ford Co.mpany would have been cut, not by one
half, but by 98 per cent! Instead of a bil1ion
dollar company to tax, the government would then
be able to tax one with only $20,000,000 of
productive assets. Then no rate of taxation, not
even 100 per cent of either earnings or capital,
could have yielded what a 10 per cent rate pro
duces when applied to the company's earnings in
the 1920s.

On the other hand, if the government levied
no taxes in the first five years on the earnings
of such a company, it could get as much by a 50
per cent tax for one year as it could have dbtained
by a 50 per cent tax on its earnings every year
up to that point. If Ford's profits had gone un
taxed for nineteen years, a 10 per cent tax on
his earnings in the twentieth year would have
yielded as much as a levy of 100 per cent of the
total capital he could have accumulated under a
tax rate of 50 per cent on his earnings during
the entire period.

Perhaps the Ford Company was particularly
fortunate both in earnings and its reinvestment
policy. But the reeords show that thousands of
producers did earn and invest at rates that were
sev,eral times as high as are possible under present
tax rates. And without that freedom to earn, to
save and invest, the people of this country would
not now enjoy the world's highest level of living,
while carrying the present fantastic tax load.

Reinvestment of Profits

Collectivists argue that taxes take chiefly what
taxpayers don't need. They imply that funds taken
from the people would be spent or invested more
or less foolish~ly if government did not put them
to better use. At least in the case of taxes on
profits we have records to show that thiseol
lectivist argument is silly. Since 1940, for example,
corporations have reinvested more than half of
the profits left them, and som'e of the dividends
they paid out were likewise reinvested productively.

Recognizing the fact that reduction of govern
ment spending must accompany any reduction of
taxes, the fact is that reducing taxes on business
would help reduce political pressure for govern
ment spending in two ways. First, it would make
less plausible the foolish notion that the costs
of government fan mainly on the rich. Second,
it would give private industry the means and
the incentive to deve10p self-supporting enterprises
without the need of government's inflationary pep
pills. At the same time, such tax reduction would
tend to increase production to a level where tax
levies of other kinds would help the government
to balance its budget.

Finally, a'tax reduction now would not "merely"
transfer :s'pending power from bure'aucrats to
private persons, but wouild go a long way toward
preventing the threatening coilapse of our economy.



By JOHN CHAMBERLAIN

A Reviewer's NotebookI I
~-------_~ --a

I.n the nineteenth century men made
careful distinctions between "nat
ural" monopolies-the railroads, the
telephone grids, the electric power
systems-and such artificial monop
olies as the so-called steel, oil and
beef· trusts. The comn10nly accepted
way of handling the latter was to
break them up; hence the popularity
of~'trust-busting" as a political is
sue. But the "natural" monopolies,
so the theory ran, could never be
made truly competitive. Resting as
they did on political franchises and
the", force majeure of eminent do
main, they were indeed the "chil
dren" of the State. Hence, according
to the theory, they should properly
be owned or controlled by the State.
This "liberal"wUIy of thinking be
ca'meso widespread that Republicans
no less than Democrats, libertarians
no less than Socialists, all tended to
coales,ce in a mood of mutual accept
ance when Woodrow Wilson, Theo
dore Roosevelt, "Fighting Bob" La
Follette and all the other presumably
forward-looking politicos made
"public po\ver" a part of the'ir plat
forms.

The consummation of this attitude
toward "natural" monopolies came
in the depression decade of the
1930s, when the federal government
began throwing big dams for the
generation of power across the
Colorado, the Tennessee, the Colum
bia and the Brazos rivers. But even
as the great structures went up at
Bonneville, Possum Kingdom, Grand
Coulee and 'elsewhere, the intellec
tualunderpinning hegan to wash
out from under the "natural" monop
oly theory. Railroads found them
selves competing with the truck, the
airplane and the automobile-and
the helicopter was just over the
horizon. The sman steam plant kept
nace with water power for cheap
ness; natural gas was piped every
where; big apartm,ent houses began

putting in their own power units
and the physicists began preparing
the way for atomic power from
,vater boiled by disintegrating uran
ium. The pressure on rates was
there from natural causes, and the
intervention of the State was pal
pably not needed.

Because of the "dated" quality of
the natural monopoly theory, George
Sundborg's Ha·il Columbia: The 30
year Struggte for Grand Coulee
Dam ( 467 pp., New York: The
IVlacmillan Company, $5.75) has a
slightly archaic flavor to it. It is
written in terms of the angel-devil
mythology of the thirties, with the
private "power trust" figuring as
the chief of all the devils. The par
ticular angels of Mr. Sundborg's
book are the dry farme.rs of the Bi'g
Bend country of the State of Wash
ington: these hard-bitten settlers
rallied their forces behind a fighting
Irishman from Michigan, James
O'Sullivan, to put over the Grand
Coulee Dam idea vvith Franklin D.
Roosevelt in the thirties.

The "power trust" devil that did
its darndest to thwart Jim O'8ul
livan and his Grant County cohorts
was the Washington Water Power
Company, of Spokane. As Mr. Sund
borg tells the story, it was nip and
tuck between hero and villain for
thirty years before the forces of
ri'ghteousness finally managed to eke
out their victory. The big dam at
Grand Coulee on the Columbia came
into exist,ence just in time to pro
vide electrical power for the Han
ford plutonium works; it is also
today providing irrigation water to
make the Big Bend desert country
of central Washington blossom like
the rose.

Working from a vast mass of notes
left by Jim O'ISullivan, Mr. Sund
borg t,ells a dramatic, if frequently
overclutter,ed tale. This Jim O'Su'I-

livan was a redoubtable character,
Inake no mistake about that. 1\ suc
cessful contractor in Port Huron,
Michigan, O'Sullivan had lived in
Ephrata, in the Washington State
Big Bend region, as a young ,man.
He acquired land in the Big Bend,
and he frequently visited the N orth
west between contracting jobs in
lVIichigan. On one of his trips west
he caught a glimpse of the linked
power and irrigation possibilities in
harnessing the Columbia· River, and
the idea thereafter would never
leave him alone. As outlined by Mr.
Sundborg, the conversion of O'Sul
livan into a Grand Coulee prophet
came about becaus,e of a chanee visit
made by a certain Billy Clapp to the
Grand Coulee country in company
with Paul Donaldson, an owner of
mining properties who happened to
know something about geology.

"What do you suppose ever made
that coulee 1" asked BiHy Clapp of
D'onaldson. ":Sure is a whopper."

"Made by the river," said Paul.
"Once the Columbia ran through
that w'ay and carved out the coulee.
. . . The whole river ran that way
because there was an ice dam across
the regular channel right below the
head of the Grand Coulee."

"Ice dam," mused Billy, "ice dam.
If the glaciers could do it, so could
we. We could build a big dam that
would make the river run right
down the Grand Coulee again and
give us all the water we needed for
irrigation."

Billy's idea was picked up by
Rufus Woods, a Wenatchee, Wash
ington, newspaper publisher, who
passed it on to Jim O'Sullivan. The
notion fired the Michigan Irishman's
im'agination. A careful man, how
ever, O'Sullivan went to a bookstore
in Seattle and bought a textbook on
irrigation engineering before he
w,ent overboard in print for the
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Coulee daITI idea. With the textbook
in one hand, he visited the Coulee
region, poked about among the rock
abutm,ents, got an accurate notion of
the depth of bedrock :below the river
surface, and came away a convinced
messiah. At the end of the twenties
O'iSullivan even w,ent so far as to
quit his Michigan contracting busi
ness to take a job (frequently un
paid) as ,executive seeretary of the
Columbia 'Riv-er Development
League. It was this League that
fought for' Grand Coulee tooth and
nail unti'! it ev'entually became a
reality.

The idea of a big dam at Grand
Coulee was always a valid one, and
Ji.m O'!Sullivan was quite sound in
preferring it to the Washington
Water Power Company's alternative
notion, which wa,s to bring irrigation
water to the Big Bend desert by a
system of gravity-flow canals from
upper Idaho. In supporting the
gravity flow idea, the Washington
Water Power Company was un
doubtedly motivated by the desire
to keep control of the power situa
tion in eastern and central Wash
ington. It did not foresee the day
when power would be needed for
the atom 'bomb. What Mr. Sundborg
does, however, is to make short
sight,ednes'S on the part of the com
pany's stockholders into a major
crime. And it is right here that he
begins to play tricks with his mate
rial to make it seem right and inev
itable that government should have
built the big dam.

True enough, the electric power
industry of the twenties lacked the
imagination to seize the opportunity
at Grand Coule,e for itself. The pri
vate electric pow,er industry of
Samuel Insull's day was too wrapped
up in the idea of pyramiding its
vast holding company sehem,es to
pay attention to the real possibil
ities of harnessing rivers and cre
ating profitable industries in fron
tier regions. And, with this failure
in i.magination afflicting the private
pow,er people, it was perhaps in the
cards for the federal government to
step in to create the big hydro-elec
tric projects on the Tenness,ee and
Columbia r,ivers. But the fact that
private power made some bad mis-
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takes in the time of Insull does not
justify Mr.Sundborg in his as
sumption that government owner
ship of electric power generating
facilities is the proper alternative
to the Insull-type holding company.
Indeed, the whole history of public
power since the thirties has tended
to, show that government puts its
own restrictions on pow,er develop
ment onee it assumes the driver's
seat in the power field.

Take the history of the famous
"pref.erence clause," for example.
This cIause in the laws governing
TVA and the Columbia basin has
compelled public power administra
tors to favor non-profit cooperatives
or public bodies over private enter
prise when it com,es to disposing of
the curr,ent generated at govern
ment dam sites. The idea behind the
pref.erence clause was to give the
power to the "people." But the
"p'eople" have had their own private
industries to run-and the tendency
of the preference clause has been
to starve perfectly legitimate private
businesses for power. During the
Korean war, for example, aluminum
smeJ.ters couldn't get current from
Bonneville Dam to make metal for
airplane frames as long as house
wives were demarlding the current
for the public utility districts that
were supplying their kitchens. At
one point during the Korean war
the United States had actually to
borrow some 80,000 tons of alumi
num from Canada simply to keep
the airplane industry going.

Under the Eisenhower Administra
tion the political rage for public
power has tended to subside. Just
a y,ear ago Secretary of the Interior
Douglas McKay announced that his
Department would not oppose the
Idaho Power Company in its efforts
to build a dam for the private ,gener
ation of electric power on the Snake
River. This was the firs't admi,ssion
in twenty years that privat,e indus
try could be trusted with harnessing
a river to serve a r,egion.

'The more spectacular proof that
private capital is capable of car
rying through big hydro-electric
projects, however, has been left to
the Canadians. At Kitimat, in :Brit
ish Columbia, the Aluminum Com-

pany of Canada has dammed an
ea~.tward-trowingriver, reversing its
current to make it flow toward the
Pacific. To force the water over a
2,500-foot drop at Kitimat, the
Aluminum Company had to build a
gigantic tunnel. The end result of
this adventure in the application of
private capital to hydro-electric
possibilities in the Canadian Rockies
is aluminum at a power cost of one
cent per pound---thecheapest rate
in the whole Western Hemisphere,
and certainly the cheapest in the
world.

To judge by George Sundborg's
reasoning in Hail Columbia, Kitimat
would have been an i)mpossibility
without Canadian government par
ticipation in the planning and
financing of the proJect. Yet the
CanadJan government played no
part in the developm,ent of Kitimat.
The Job was carried through by a
"soulless" corporation, to the ulti
mate advantage of aluminum users
in every airplane factory and e\Tery
kitchen in North America. More
over, nobody in Canada is going to
be taxed to pay for any part of
Kitimat. The Aluminum Company
of C~nada cannot get a hidden sub
sidy from the taxpayers to make it
appear that it is a cheap source of
power; it must produce its cheap
ness in the 'market place, where
every pocketbook can feel and know
it to be true.

Mr. Sundborg wri.tes with a vivid
sense of drama, and his story of
the pertinacity of James O'Sullivan
and the desert rats of the Big Bend
country 'of the State of Washington
is a useful addition to American
history. But the bias of his book is
that of the thirties. What is needed
now is a book to show the hidden
costs of public power, costs that are
concealed in taxes, in the drowning
of valley lands in the TVA region,
in the silting up of the lakes behind
the big dams. Dams are undoubtedly
necessary at some places, both for
irrigation and power purposes. But
dam building is no universal pan
acea. And the chances are that it
will be controlled more sanely in the
future if it is left to private enter
prise to determine where and when
a big dam is needed.



How They Voted
Is There A Republican Majority?,

Iby Louis Harris. 231 pp. New
York: Harper and Brothers. $3.50

The titIe of this book suggests
3JIlother question: Is there a Repub
lican? Or, for that matter, a Dem
ocrat?

Like back in the old days· when a
Republican was a fellow whose chief
interests were his money, high pro
tective tariffs, the gold standard, his
wife and his Maker-much in that
order---Jwh\ile a Democrat stood for
fr'ee trade and states' rights-and
William Jennings Bryan? When
Republicans by and large were
thought to have money and brains
-and supple scruples when in of
fice----while Democrats were poor
but honest-and dumb? When an
Democrats and most Republicans
held with T. Jefferson that limited
government was best, and with G.
Cleveland that the people should
support the government, and not the
government the people? When you
wouldn't find a collectivist in a car
load of each, whereas now- but you
know about now.

But author Harris isn't interested
in whether there are any more Re
publicans and Democrats construct
ed according to Grandpa's formula.
He just wants to know how come Ike
pUed up that whopping majority in
'52, and can he do it again in '56.

Mr. Hartis is well qualified for
the study. He served his bird-dog
apprenticeshi1p by doing pieces for
the Saturday Review, Labor and
Nation and Public Opinion Quarterly
-which he helps edit-~nd· being a
Board member of Citizens Vnion,
Chairman for Publications of the
American Association of Public
Opinion Research, and a Faculty
Associate at Columbia University.
And, of course, he has been Research
EXe'cutive in the EI'mo Roper Or
ganization since 1947.

In finding whodunit and why, Mr.
Harris does a nice bit of sleuthing.
With a fine-'tooth comb he goes over
scores of groups from hundreds of
angles: city folks and why they
voted heavily Democratic; women
and why they went for Eisenhower
more than did their husbands; the

new white-collar group and new
suburbanites- largely overlapping
-who, having achieved country
club-station-wagon status, chucked
the poor man's party to which they
formerly belonged and went snooty.
And the farmers and the veterans,
organized labor, Southern voters
and Northern-,how they voted and
why.

But the author doesn't ans'wer the
question: "Is There A Republican
Majority?". On that ,he leaves us
where we came in. Even so, he has
written a book that will be hi~hly

interesting to people who are highly
interested in what he writes about.
And that, in these uncertaiin times,
means most of us-or should.

C. O. STEELE

Modern Paul Revere
Story of the "Bricker" Amendment

(The First Phase), by Frank E.
Holman. 111 pp. New York 17:
Committee for Constitutional Gov
ernment. $1.00

"Treaty law can override the Con
stitution. . . They [treaties] can
cut across the rights given the peo
ple by the constitutional Bill of
Ri~hts." So spoke John Fos,ter Dul
les, calling for a ,constitutional
amendment to control the abuse of a
President's treaty-making power
before a regional meeting of the
,American Bar Asslociation alt Louis
ville, Kentucky, on April 12, 1952.
One year later the same Mr. Dulles
faced the Senate Judieiary Commit
tee and opposed any c'Onstitutional
amendment controlling the Pres
ident's treaty..,making power. Such
politics as were illustrated by the
transformation from Citizen Dulles
to Secretary of State Dulles are the
very thing the Bricker Amendment
was designed to prevent: a govern
ment of men instead of a govern
ment of law.

F;ormer American Bar Ass'Ociation
president Frank E. Holman, who
fathered the proposed Bricker
Amendment and now would like to
see it realized, has written an inci
sive and important history of the
fight to prevent the Executive from
usurping the Const'itution.. The fight

arises from the doctrine of the su
premacy of treaties, which the Su
preme Court enunciated in the
Missouri v. Holland case of 1920.
The supremacy of treaties over in
ternal law me'ans that not only can
the Executive legislate in effect, but
can circumvent existing do
mestic law and constitutional guar
antees. It means fur,the'r that A'mer
icanscould be pulled into a world
Welfare State through the back
door if the Genocide Convention
Pact, the Covenant on Human
Rights, the Convention on Political
Rights for Women Pact, and scores
of similar treaties being spa;wned in
V,NEISOO are ratified by the U.S.

Mr. Dulles, however, argues that
the Adminisitration is pledged not
to make bad treaties and hence
should be trusted. Itf that is so,
counters Mr. Holmam, what about
the Status of Forces Treruty nego
tiated with NiA'T,O countries last
year? That treaty requires the
V nirted States to waive jurisdiction
over its military personnel who
break laws in N,ATO countries. The
treaty is hardly reciprocal, for no
Ni.NT'O countr'ies are sending their
troops to American soil.

Mr. Holman takes his reader
backstage in Washington poUtics
and gives him a lesson in political
science not found in textbooks. We
follow the maneuvering of the Pres
'ident and his Secretary of State,
the popping-up of the impotent
Knowland substitute proposal, the
shifting role of the D,emocrats, the
appearance of the George A,mend
ment, and the curious entramce of
ithemisnamed Committee for De
fense of the Oonstitution (Jefferson
pointed out, "If treaties are su
preme, we have no Constitution 1").

In the issue of Man vs. the State,
the State is ahead. Congress can
declare war but 'the President can
order troops into action (remember
Korea) . The Senate must ratify
treaties but the President can make
Executive agreements (remember
Yalta). Congress can investigate the
Executive but the President can
stop the production of papers and
witnesses (remember the secrecy
directive to the Penta.gon).

Let us hope Mr. Holman, a mod-
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ern-day Paul Revere, is rigiht about
the subtitle of his telling book-The
First Phase. Without the Bricker
Anlendment and limited government,
the last phase may be the disappear
ance of Western civilization.

WILLIAM H. PETERSON

Wilderness of Fraud
I-low to Lie. With Statistics, by

Darrell Huff. Pictures by Irving
Geis. 142 pp., New York: W. W.
Norton and Com1pany. $2.95

Many readers will find this little
volume as fascinating as their fa
vorite whodunit. And the villain is
revealed--not in {the final chapter
but all through the book-under
such headings as "The Sample with
the Built-in Bias," "The Gee-Whiz
Graph," and "How To /Talk Back
to A Statistic."

Not that the author doesn't highly
approve of statistics and graphs !
He does. He merely wants the reader
-and viewer and listener-to be
able to reco:gnize sound and usable
data· in a wilderness of fraud. One
need not be a statistician to enjoy
this book. It is written for the lay
man but many an expert will find it
useful too. The illustrati'Ons by
Irving Geis are superb.

Here you will find reference to
some of the classic statistical boners
-from the Lit~rar'Y Digest Pres
idential poll of 1936 to misinterpre
tations of the Kinsey reports. In his
simplified discussion of standard
and probable error the auth'Or comes
up with the conclusion that "a di:f
ference is a difference only if it
tmakes a difference." When he shows
that many graphs have their bot
to,ms chopped off instead of going
down to zero, he admits that nothing
is falsified except the impression
left with the unwary reader. Phony
statistics can be used to show that
it is safer to drive in the fog than

Any book reviewed in this Book Section'
(or any other current book) supplied by
return mail. You pay only the bookstore
price. We pay the postage, anywhere in
the world. Catalogue on reEluest.
T·HE BOOKMAILER, Box 101, New York 16
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in clear weather. At least, more ac
cidents occur in clear weather.

The fact that a high degree of
correlation may exist between two
series of data does not necessarily
indicate one is cause and the other
effect, or even that both are caused
by a third factor. June may bring
more suicides and brides than any
other m'Onth, but don't hasten to the
conclusion that one causes the other.
One conclusion hastily arrived at
was that milk drinking causes can
eel"'. It seems that cancer became
increasingly frequent in New E11Ig
land, Wis'consin, Minnesota and
Switzerland where people drink a
lot of milk, while cancer remained
rare in Cey},on where milk is scarce.

This little book is worth the price
01 admission if only to show up a
phony that was given wide circula
tion in recent months. Rememher
the outline maps of the United
States showing how federal expen
ditures are absorbing ,more and more
of. the income payments to individ
uals? The first map had the lower
two-thirds of Qalifornia blacked in
to show that, in 1939, federal ex
penditures were less than two-thirds
of total income payments to individ
uals in California. By 1953, the
"ever-lengthening shadow" had
spread until it included all the states
west of the Mississippi River plus
all of the state of Mississippi and
half of Alabama. The clear impres
sion left with the viewer is that
federal expenditures now take about
two-thirds of all income payments
to individuals in the United States.
N'o mention is made, of course, that
the area covered includes much of
the sparsely populated as well as
some of the relatively low-income
area of the country.

The "ever-lengthening shadow"
of government expenditures is real
enough. Any competent statistician
could draw a picture that would be
alarming without making the situa
tion appear worse than it is.

Author Huff points 'out the dan
gerin projecting trends into the
unknown future. Niot that the ex
perts aren't aware of these dangers,
but even the best are often caught
flat-footed. He reports that Abra
ham Linc'Oln, in his second message

to Congress, predicted that the U. s.
population woud reach 251,689)914
in 1930. (What, no decimal?)

In condusion, the author lis,ts five
simple questi'ons which we amateurs
can apply to statistical data to test
their veracity. They are not aibso
lutelysure-fire, but they can be
helpful. W. M. CURTISS

Surface and Depths
God's Country and Mine, by J ac

ques BarzuJa. 344 pp. Boston:
Little, Brown and Company. $5.00

This book is characterized by its
subtitle: "A Declaration of Love
Spiced With a Few Harsh Words.H

Barzun, born in France, here offers
most interesting and provocative
observations on his adopted coun
try, the United States. He is at his
best when dissecting the phenom
ena peculiar to America, with de
lightful wit and humor and a per
ceptiveness that stems, perhaps,
from the detachment afforded by
his origin.

His occasional excursions into
the field of politics are tinged with
patent good will and humanitarian
ism which lead him, like so many
of our academic intellectuals, un
critically to favor New Deal "social
progress" and the United Nations.
While he also presents a sprightly,
spirited defense of free enterprise,
and a brilliant spoof of bureau
cratic planning and direction, ap
parently they are, to him, merely
isolated manifestations of Ameri
can life and do not induce an ex
ploration of basic principles.

If Mr. Barzun were to turn his
efforts in this direCttion, I do not
doubt that they would lead him to
the philosophy of the libertarians.
Few follies and vagaries escape his
sharp [eye MId pen. His keen mind
synthes'izes a multitude of individual
observations into a well-organized
system-when he is dealing with
non~political matters. With the
swift, beautiiful motion of a sea-,gull
he skims over the surface of the
American scene, and will suddenly
plunge and come up with a strange
fish; but like the gull, he does not
plumb the depths.

H. c. FURSTENWALDE
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GOLD COIN STANDARD?

Why Don't
Yon

Make
Savings

Safe
by returning to the ••

IRREDEEMABLE currency - despite warnings from
wise economists - was established by the govern
ment in 1933. Since then the thrifty have been
robbed of up to 60% of the value of their savings
. . . bank deposits, insurance, annuities, pensions,
government bonds, and social security.

The Federal administration, elected November
1952, promised sensible economics and sound money.
The best way to fulfill these promises is by enact
ment of the Gold Coin Standard.* The best time to
do it is now.

The public must again be given control over the
government's purse strings ... must be able to ex
press lack of confidence in government policy, if
necessary, by redeeming their currency for gold
coin.

Excerpt from Republican
"Monetary Policy" Plank

*The right to redeem currency for
gold will help keep America
free •.• ask your Senators
and Congressman to work and
vote to restore the Gold Coin
Standard. Write to The Gold
Standard League, Latrobe,
Po., for further information.
The League is an association
of patriotic citizens joined in'
the common cause of restoring
a sound monetary system.

For twenty years the previous administration
held this power away from the people. During that
period the value of the dollar has been driven down
and down by incredible government policies financed
bya flood of fiat currency.

In strong contrast to the dollar's descending value
has been the increasing productivity fostered by
American industry. As an example, Kennametal
as' a tool material, has tripled the output potential
of .. the metal-working industries, and has sped ex
traction of coal and other essential minerals.

But-increased industrial productivity could not
alone make up for the dollar's deficiency. Prices
have skyrocketed ... pensioners are becoming pau
pel's ... money in the bank is almost meaningless.

The Republican Party has stated its aim to be ...
a dollar on a fully convertible gold basis. Why wait?
If .it's a good idea later-it's a wonderful idea today
--for it will prevent further damaging consequences
of.~n irredeemable money system.

The return of sound money - in addition to se
curing the value of personal savings - will guaran
tee stability of commercial assets - which will en
coprage American industry, of which Kennametal
Inp. is a key enterprise-to create better things, for
nlpre people, at less real cost.

;'We must resume without devaluation or delay.

WORLD'S LARGEST Inqependent Manufacturer Whose Facilities are Devoted Exclusively
to ProcessinQ' and Aoolication of CEMENTED CARBIDES
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